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ECONOMICS OF INCREASED HAY PRODUCTION BY USE OF NITROGM

FERTILIZER ON MOUNTAIN MEADOWS IN THE HARNE! BASIN OREGON

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The Problem Situation

The problem which initiated this study arose out of interpreta-.

tion of data front fertilizer experintents in hay production (50). The

Department of Agricultural Economics of Oregon State College was

approached by the staff of the Squaw Butte - Harriey Range and Live-

atocc Experinent Station, who asked for an economic interpretation of

their experimental data.

Their interest in such an interpretation was directed towards

formulating recommendations of an economic as well as technical

nature, on the quantities of fertilizer to apply to native flood

meadows producing hay. Specifically the economic aspect of their

problem was to establish the rates of fertilizer use which give the

greatest profit.

Native flooded meadows occupy nearly one half million acres in

eastern Oregon. These lands serve as wintering grounds for cattle in

the sagebrush-bunchgrass country and provide the major portion of hay

for winter feeding Hay production from these lands has an important

influence on all phases of the cattle operation, through its direct

effects on management of rangeland and livestock nutrition,
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It is believed by those familiar with this area that an increase

in cattle production would bring the ranchers a larger net income

than they now enjoy.

Hay production frot eadows is an intermediate activity in the

ranch operation, the final product being beef. Thus an increase in

ieadow forage production through the use of fertilizers may require

adjustment of the whole ranch organization. The purpose of this study

is to investigate the economic aspects, i.e. the costs and returns,

associated with madmizing profits by expanding the beef enterprise

through fertilizer use on the meadows. The primary aim is to

integrate exerimental fertilizer-hay response data with the economics

of expanding beef production in such a way as to provide an estimate

of the most profitable rate of fertilization.

Description of the Area

This study is concerned with ranches in the northern half of

Harney County (see Figure 1). All those ranches have a combination

of summer range and meadowland, on which is grown wild hay, and in

some cases, alfalfa, grain and improved pasture. A number or

physical factors cause variations in productivity of the meadows.

The most important of these is the amount, time, distribution and

depth of the spring run-off, which is governed by the altitude of

the watershed, the winter snow fall, the nature of the spring thaw,

and the topography of the meadow. lirainage also varies considerably;

in some areas the slope is so slight that drainage can only be made
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effective by pumping. In other areas the water table is low enough,

or can be forced down sufficiently by ditching, to allow growth of

alfalfa. Variations in alkalinity are also related to drainage; in

the poorly drained areas the soil is excessively alkaline. These

variations in water supply, drainage and alkalinity have given rise

to three main types of vegetation. (i) The Nevada bluegrass type -

areas containing almost pure stands of Nevada blue grass. These areas

are characterized by short periods of early spring flooding, and are

generally well drained. (ii) The rush-sedge-grass type - areas con-

taining a mixture of rushes, sedges, and water-loving grasses with

some native ciovers. These areas are flooded for 6 to 12 weeks in

the spring to a depth of I to 6 inches. (iii) The sh type - areas

which are almost pure baltic rush (wire grass). These areas are

alkaline, poorly drained, and flood to a depth of 6 inches or more

for three months in the spring. Of these three types the rush-sedge-

grass is dominant. The Nevada bluegrass areas occur only in the

narrow and better drained mountain valleys, and the rush type is

restricted to the low-lying area which surrounds Maiheur and Harney

Lakes.

The meadow soils are medium or fine textured, and are generally

mildly caleareous and slightly to moderately alkaline.

fost of the sedge and rush species are of a rhizomatous nature

and form a compact sod with root penetration seldom exceeding 12

inches. This sod in combination with variations in the nature of the

subsoil, determines those areas which can withstand cattle grazing



during the period of flooding without serious damage to the pasture.

In those areas where the pasture breaks up under cattle trampling,

not only are hay yields impaired but it becomes much more difficult

to harvest because of the rough surface.

The cUate also varies somewhat between meadow areas; the average

annual rainfall is 8 to 10 inches, but there are differences of up to

30 days in the length of the growing season due to location and

altitude, Most of the hay meadow land lies between 4,000 and 4,500

feet. In some low-lying parts frost has caused heaving of the meadows,

which has seriously impaired the hay yields due to uneven spring

flooding.

The range may be classified into two types, mountain and desert

range In general the mountain range has sufficient water for cattle,

and the best. feed ta found at higher altitudes. The desert range

varies according to its altitude. The lower desert is drier, with

less growth and less winter snow hence water can become critical

except where t is feasible to drill wells. The high desert receives

more rain and snow, hence there is more feed and a better water

supply, but growth is later, and it is o.Iten not ecorioxaicaUy

feasible to drill wells because of the depth of the ground water.

Some areas of the desert have been ploughed out of sagebrush, fenced,

and sown to crested wheat grass, and in a few cases it has been

irrigated and farmed to produce pasture, rye and alfalfa.

Institutional factors, land tenure in particular, play an

important part in ranch operation in this area (see Figure 2). 4uch
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of the desert and mountain range is oned and administered under the

Taylor Qrazing .tct by the Bureau of Land Manageient or the Forest

Service, who annually regulate the number of animals permitted to

graze and the grazing period. The greater portion of this range is

nui "in common", that is up to 4 or 5 ranchers 'will graze their

cattle over the same area. In some cases the range is fenced and

leased in private allotments. In addition to Federal leases, most

ranchers own limited areas of range. Some of these only include

valleys and water holes and were originally purchased to gain access

to and control of large areas The grazing permits are issued on the

basis of "animal unit months" (A.ijs) which is one cattle beast over 6

months old for one months grazing, at the rate of 15 cents to 44 cents

per AU1(. These permits are issued on the basis of periodical surveys

which determine the grazing capacity of the range. The permits are

allocated among ranchers, mainly according to base-property, which is

the capacity of the ranchers' meadows to winter cattle. This situation

gives rise to the problem of establishing and maintaining the balance

between summer and winter feed supplies on range and meadow.

The tenure of the meadows also varies. Most of it is privately

owned, but some, the 'ialheur Game Refuge, is administered by the ,tld

Life Service, and is leased to ranchers during specified months at the

rate of l per head per month (see Figure 2). This land is not in-

cluded as base-property in the allocation of range permits.



Objectives arid Scope of the Study

From the above section it can be seen that a wide variety of

factors have bearing on the basic problem. in this section it will

be shown why only certain aspects are abstracted to limit the scope

of the study.

Firstly, all those aspects which cannot be empirically measured

must be either assumed constant or allowed to vary only within

specifically defined limits. it is necessary to assume that all the

physical, biological, social, institutional and human aspects of the

problem will remain unchanged. Before considering the economic

aspects, it is necessary to justify their consideration by defining

the basic hypothesis of the study - that same adjustment or expansion

of current resource use, organization or technique will give rise to

increased profits.

The problem now focuses on the economic factors governin; the

expansion o the ranch operation. In order to reduce the problem to

manageable proportions, and at the same time lay the foundations for

further investiations in this uielo, it is necessary to assume that

some of these factors rmiiri constant.

As already stated, the initial impulse for this study came

from the objective of evaluating fertilizer use on meadow lands,

and associated with this the implication of meadow improvement with

regard to the ranch operation as a whole. It is therefore proposed

to orient and limit the study along these lines. There are



possibilities for ranch expansion other than through iiuprove.ent of

meadows (see the diagran on the following page). However, for the

purposes of this study it is considered that investigation of neadows

gives good possibility of success. It is therefore proposed to

eliminate any consideration of range land inprovenent. (L and 51).

However, this study yields results thich have iniplications for range

inprovement. Thus the scope of the study is restricted to the

consideration of those economic factors jnvolvd in the expansion of

the ranch operation through increased production from meadow land.

Within the limits outlined above, rnd with the basic assumption

that some adjustment or expansion of current resource use, organiza

tion or technicues will 4ve rise to increased profits on thE ranches

in the Harney 3asin, the hypothesis ich £onis the basis of this

study may be stated as foilows It is economically feasible to

increase the ranch operation in the Harriey basin through increased

forage production on the meadows by use of fertilizer,

Source of Data and Method ofnasis

The primary data on hay yield response to nitrogen fertilizer

was supplied by the Sauaw 3utte - Harney ;xperiment Station (see

Appendix I). 13efore it is possible to make an economic analysis of

the experiments, it is necessary to consider the various resource

situations in which the fertilizer may be used and those factors which

influence a rancher's decision on whether or not to use fertilizer.

This infoxnation was obtajned from Federal and tat agencies operating
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in the area and frcn a survey of ranchers. There are approximately

60 ranches in the Harney Jasin, Silver Creek d Dianond areas.

Because of the size of the population and the nature of the study it

was decided that a selected sample of 20 ranchers would be sufficient

to provide infomation on the various conditions and proh1eas found

in the area. The ranchers were selected on the recoendation of the

county agent.

From the section describing the area it is readily apparent that

the resource situation and manageerit problems of each ranch are

unique, 3ecause of this no attempt has been made in the study to

present average results or recommendations.

The procedure followed was first to analyse the major factors in

decision making on ranches in the area, Ranch operations are all

interrelated in yielding one final product, beef; thus, in considering

factors governing a. decision on ue of ferUiizer it is necessary to

take into account the other operating and developmental decisions which

naist be made.

Having established the decision making franewor.c for the whole

ranch operation, the next step is the economic interpretation of the

fertilizer experiments e To permit such an interpretation to be made,

it is first necessary that the hay yield may be estimated for any

given level of nitrogen (not just at the 5 levels of nitrogen used in

the trials). This is obtained by fou1ation of an estimating equation

arid a hay production function from the experixitental data by use of

curvilinear regression techniques.



The object of an econoaic a:Lysis is to estimate the dmi

profit coibinatiori of the scarce resources available. In this case

the particular resource we are interested in evaluating is nitrogen

fertilizer, and. the uodium by rich we measure its economic usefuLness

is increased forae production aid consequent increased beef output.

There are a number of techni:.ues available by which such an analysis

could be made, noteably budgeting, Cobb-Douglas type analysis, and

linear progrmiing. The latter method was selected for the analysis

used in this study because it permits the simultaneous consideration

of a larger range of alternatives in obtaining. the optimum solution

than would have been possible in the time available had budgeting

been used. Further, experience has shown that t,he Cobb-Douglas

function is not a satisfactory tool for this type of intra farm

analysis.

The object of the linear prograth.g analysis is to estimate

optimura input-output relationships in beef production under various

selected resource and price situations. The production and cost data

used to calculate the coefficients used in the programning models were

obtained fron the rvey, marcet reports and experi:nental results on

hay and livestock production on neadows.



CHAPTER II

DECISION TAKING

In each resource situation the rarcher riiust consider 5 areas of

imperfect knowledge (35) which influence his decisions on operating

and developing his ranch, The 5 categories of imperfect knowledge

are:

(1) Price structures and price changes of all factors and pro-

ducts with which he deals,

(ii) irouctjon methods: this Involves the carrying out of

technical operations on the ranch.

(iii) Dcv 3loprLei1t methods: this inVOiV$S appraisal of techno-

logical advances, in such things as strains of crops, grasses and

clovers, use of fertilizer, improved machinery, methods of controlling

irrigation water, as well as any- unforeseen developents which may

appear as possibilities,

(iv) iman aspects: this includes the value which the rancher

and his family lace on leisure, security, risk, uncertainty, com-

iminity service or social prestige.

(v) Institutional setting: this includes such item as avail-

ability of credit, ax overnmcnt poiicy as it effects credit,

insurance, faza prices, land tenure, land development, rural electrifi-

cation and taxation,

The above frework is used as a basis for the following analysis

of the more important factors which influence the rancher's major



decisions,

çprating Decisions

Nine important decisions have been isolated for consideration.

These are decisions which a manager must make in handling the month

to month operation, and year to year organization of the ranch,

1. How many cattle should ho run? Ipart from the physical

capacity of the range and meadow the rancher ist weigh his decision

in terms of risk, security and long-run profit. In unfavorable years

he may not want to overgraze, which iey lead to permanent damage, or

buy additional feed. On the other hand, he may not wish to sell

cattle because of the losses involved. inder these conditions he may

decide to sacrifice efficiency and opportunity of higher profits by

carrying fewer cattle, and producing ore beef per head, to obtain

fiextbility and reduce risk. Another factor the anager must consider

is the numbers and age of cattle which 411 best utilize the feed

availablo through his range permit.

2, (hat should be the calving date? The two major factors in

thjs decision are the weather, as it effects feed conditions on range

and flood conditions on the meadow, and the turn-out date permitted

by the Bureau of Land anagement. If calving can be practically

completed before turning-out there is a better chance of a higher

calving percentage due to better husbandry.

3, When should cattle be turned out on range? in general tiLis

is determined by the turn-out date set by the Bureau of Land i1anagement.



However under certain conditions the rancher .iay request permission 

to turn-out early. Such conditions would arise if the neadows be- 

caine flooded early with the possibIlity of damage to pastures through 

cattle trampling, or an acute shortage of hay. On the other hand the 

manager may delay turning out to allow range groth to get started, 

and so increase the total suimer feed available On the desert range 

he may have to delay turning out if there is no water, as it is often 

not feasible to haul water. 

4. How imatch hay should be cut? The major factor in thIs de- 

cision is the balance between ieadow and range. In iost cases all 

available meadow is cut for hay and either bunched or stacked. One 

of the main problems i'acin rachers is variation in hay production 

from year to year due to climate To overcome uncertainty managers 

have resorted to carrying over reserves of hay varying from one half 

to a complete season' s requirenents The extent of this carry-over 

depends on the variability of hay yields and how close the ranch is 

to ita productive limit In terms of cattle, The amount of bunched 

hay cut relative to stacked hay is usually deternIned by the stacked 

hay requireiits. ;'hen these have been met the rest of the meadow is 

bunch raked. Accessibility and size of some meadow areas is a factor 

where it may not pay to take in the necessary hay-making machinery, 

5. ow should range be best utilized? A major consideration 

in this decision is tie composition of the cattle herd which will make 

best use of the range permit. Cattle management while on range 

involves such factors as disease, maintonanc of water supply, 



'1alting out" to encourage cattle away from water holes, and avoiding

use of range 'here larkspur is prevalent until July, after which time

it is no longer poisonous. The distance from the range to neadow iay

also be a factor. In some cases this distance is as great as five

days drive,

6. Then should cattle be brought in off rae? This decision

is normally determined by the date set by the Lureau of Land danage-

merit and Forest 3ervice. however the estimated price of yearlings

arid weaners in the fall may influence this decision, In a case where

yearlings are run the rancher generally aims to bring in his cattle

before the feed is reduced sufficiently to cause the weight gain to

fall to zero. In some cases deer limit the range feed available in

the fall, and in these areas it may be prudent to take out the cattle

before the hunting season opens.

7. How should fall feeding be organized? The main factor in

feeding during this period is to avoid the expense and labor involved

in feeding hay any earlier than is absolutely necessary Thc amount

of aftermath available is important; althou;h it is dz7 and low in

feed value, it is cheaper than hay and sufficient to sustairi cows.

hhere insufficient aftermath is available, bunch-raked hay is the

cheapest alternative. The possibility of early winter snow, neces-

sitating early feeding of stacked hay and loss of bunched hay, mi.st

also be taien into account.

, At what ae should young cattle be sold? This decision is

whether to sell weaners or yearlings, and is determined mainly by the
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resource situation. On poor quality range weight gains in yearlings

are often unsatisfactory relative to gains made by calves. Also

calves usually come off this class of range in better condition than

yearlings. When the range is of this type it is liely that it Can

be best utilized by carrying cows and calves only and selling weaners,

In those cases where winter feed is a limiting factor the tendency is

to equate the cattle nwllbers to the available feed supply by selling

as many weaners as necessary in the fall, A variable calving date is

a factor affecting age of sale, as younger calves are often too srall
to sell, as weaners in the fall. here rrain production i3 feasible

an alternative is to develop a limited feedlot operation, to allow

more flexibility in the age and finish at which cattle may be marketed..

Another factor inirolved is the range permit, which is set up in

such a way that only cattle six months of age or more are designated

as animal units. Thus the sane charge is made for a yearling as for

a cow and calf. In this case the best utilization of range might be

accomplished by stocking conipletely with cows and calves, and selling

weaners, rather than restricting cows in favor of yearlings.

9. How should winter feeding be organized? Decisions on winter

feeding depend mainly on the prices and rates of substitution for

the various feeds available, plus consideration o' the rate of cain

desired in weaners throughout the feeding period. The composition of

the herd also governs the feed operation. In most cases the winter

feed program is designed to fit a herd which can best utilize su tier

range.



Development Decisions

Development is usually undertaken for two reasons: The first is

to bring the strong and weac points of the operation rrore nearly into

balance, thus allowing a i1ore efficient use of available resources

by increasing production. The second is to reduce the uncertainty

associated with operation of a ranch. In some cases the uncertainty

and risk associated with the balance of feeding between seasons and

between range and meadow, has forced ranchers to operate below their

capacity, Thus a reduction of uncertainty through development be-

comes a significant item in the efficiency of utilization of resources,

The decisions of a ranch sianager are primarily ciirectel towards

providing an adequate feed supply for his cattle throughout the year.

The annual feed requireunts iay be divided into spring, summery fall

and winter, !.aneh development will involve increasing the feed

supplies ror one or more oi' the periods.

1. Spring feed: On many ranches this is a problem period for

feed With the tendency on the part of the i3ureau of Land >tanageuent

to further delay range turn-out dates, ranchers must provide more hay

or an alternative source of t.;razirlg, preferably not from the flooded

meadows. here suitable land, is available one of the most promising

avenues of development senis to be ploughing of sagebrush, fencing and

sowing crested ;heat grass to provide the necessary grazing (51,

pp.19-20). Another alternative is to provide additional hay by using

fertilizer on the meadows (15). If private range is available this
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may be developed to provide sne spring feed (48).

2. 3uuier feed: On many ranches this is the most lixaiting

factor in the cattle operation. Development to overcoiie this 1inita-

tion may follow two lines - first, development of meadow to provide

summer pasture, or second, the developmeet of . t present the

only economically feasible methods of range development are extension

of water holes, subdivision, reseeding and sagsbiiish spraying (51).

The major factor effecting arty decision on range developeerit is the

policy of the iureau of Land .danagement and Forest Service. 3oth of

these agencies have been tending towards establishment of private

allotments by fencing, which would encourage ranchers to imiprove their

range, In some areas the authorities themselves have improved range

in other ways, such as ploughing, sowing, reseeding, spraying or

expanding water holes. The Ekireau of Land :anage:ent and the Forest

Service are prepared to subsidize development by providing the

machinerr, materials and seed required.

The tenure of range is an important factor in development

decisions. aanchers are more 1iice1y to improve their own range.

However there are a rwpiber of reasons thy more range is not privately

owned. (a) Puder the present periit system the rent per \U! is

extremely cheap relative to the value of the land. (b) In some areas

the range is detriorating, an it is better .ftm the rancher' s point

of view that the government be responsible for takin the risk of

further deterioration, or of restoring productivity. (c) Taxation on

land is a deterrent to private ownership. (d) To warrant development,



a rancher would need to own large areas oi contiguous range; under

present regulations he is only periitted to buy a section of Federal

land at a tie, 'i'hus it is difficult to obtain sufficient area to

warrant fencing and develoning. in those cases :tere ranchers do

own range and run it on an exchange of pernit, an alternative

is fencing and developnent. 3efore embarking on any project of range

developrLent, the costs must be weighed against the estimated increase

in returns resulting either from increased cattle weights or increased

numbers, \nother important factor is that to be effective this type

of improvement lILust be carried out on a large scale, requiring heavy

capital outlay.

3, FaIl feed: This is the feeding period between the time cattle

come off range in October until the start of hay feeding in Dece:er,

In general, provision of feed at this time of year is not a serious

problem. The ;alheur Garie efuge provides an important source of

cheap fall feed for many ranches located in the center of the county.

The possible loss of grazing rights on this area due to hosiesteading

would mean the ranchers would have to develop alternative sources of

fall feed from their own :eadows,

4. Winter feed The problem of increasing winter feed supplies

centers on developrient of the meadows. The prime factors in a

decision on meadow improveent are the costs involved and the response

to the various nrorams which may be undertaken, such as fertilizer

use, dikin, ditching, irrigation storage das, ptp drainage, pump

irrigation, (64) leveling, weed spraying, ploughing, reseeding or



oversowing (50). The relative inportanee of increased winter feed

depends on the balance between range rights and the wintering capacity.

On some ranches, uvoluntary non-use" is being taken on part of the

range permit; hos-ever, after three years there is a risk that the

pexinit will be permanently reduced., In such cases the shortage of

winter feed is critical. On the other hand, whore range is limiting

if additional cattle are carried through the winter they would

either have to be sold in sDring or pastured on the meadow in summer,

Thus, the first factor to be considered in a decision on improvement

of meadow is how the additional forage wifl be utilized (73). Tf

summer grazing is considered, the factors are provision of adequate

water supply, how well the meadow will withstand traling in June

and July, anti the possibility that flies :iy worry tfte cattle exces-

sively. If sale of hay is an alternative, the factors to consider

are the prospective market for wild hay and the possibility of growing

alfalfa as a more saleable product. Another factor here is that the

Bureau of Land and Forest service do not favor the sale of

hay, in view of their use of the base-property capacity as an Index

for allocation of range periIts,

If additional neadow production can be efficiently used, then the

decision becomes that of selecting the best rethod of improvement.

The two methods available are use of fertilizer rnd controlled

irrigation. There are a nunber of institutional factors influencing

a rancher's decision to adopt one or other of the above practices.

The government policy of subsidizing water control work up to a
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macLinwa of ...2O per acre, '4th no subsidy for fertilizer, is en

important consideration. Water rights on some oroperties are poor,

thereby providing a greater incentive to develop those with good

rights. Taxation being levid at a fixed rate per acre regardless

of productivity is a further imceitive to develop.

i3esides the institutional factors, two other considerations,

the cost and response of the two methods, must be taen into account.

In a. decision on whether to use fertilizer, the main factors to

consider are: (a) The response obtained, hich is lir'tited by the

type of vegetation end by alkalinity (51, pp,l-8). In this area the

limiting factor in growth is alkali rather than fertility, and because

of this the effect of the fertilizer ay be completely nullified by

foning cpounds which are not available to the plant. Depth of

flooding also limits the response to fertilizer; where flooding is over

4 inches there is little or no response. Availability of flood water

is also limiting. Fertilizer will show its best absolute response in

years when water is well controlled and plentiful. Fertilizer will

offset to some extent the effect of a poor water supply on hay

yields, but its iost effective use would be to enable a buildup of

suitable hay reserves in good years. Ranchers are in a good position

to know 2 or 3 iaonths in advance whether there is likely to be

adequate water or not through snow surveys carried out by the Soil

Conservation Service, but temperature is still a limiting and

unpredictable factor in growth. (b) The flexibility and relative

costs; fertilizer is a flexible method of building up hay reserves.
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In a decision on ;hether to develop controlled irrigation or not,

the main factors to consider are: (a) The yield response due to the

additional control, either in the form of higher yields or more

reliable yields. (b) The time period involved in the development

during which the land is out of riroduction. (c) The possibility of a

drainage problem. inere better utilization is made of ater, and it

is made available over longer periods, drainage could becorac a problem.

(d) The possibility of increased alkalinity: if water is not allowed

to flow over the land and wash off' the alkali or carry it down, e.g.

where sub-irriation is practiced, the alkali may come to the surface

in sufficient quantity to daiage pastures. (e) The importance of

conservation of water resources: the primary aim oi developrient of

this nature would be to enable the limited water to be applied to a

greater area over a longer time, (f) The posibility of' ploughing

and planting improved grasses: this requires that flood water be

well controlled, otherwise it is likely that the pasture will revert

to the original species within three years. However, if the improved

species can he maintained, this typo of hay requires only about one

third of the water needed by rush-sedge type meadow, hence, where

water is short this would reduce variability of yields. This type of

hay may not yield any more than the wild hay, arid the protein content

is lower. (g) The possibility of ploughing and sowing alfalfa: for

this the land must be suitable for sub-irrigation, and frost is a

limiting factor in some areas.

The factors which have been discussed are those areas of



imperfect knowledge a rancher must study. It is obvious there are 

interrelationships among theae areas. A careful consideration of all 

of the ranch business is necessary when a funda;tental decision is 

faced, Increasing beef production by the production of additional 

hay is an example of a decision that affects rrany parts of the ranch 

business, This chapter was designed to provide the framework within 

which this decision nist be made, 
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CH;PT.:R III

REVIEW OF LflER'TtJRE

The determination of profitability of using fertilizer requires

knowledge of the physical response to fertilizer, prices of factors

and products, and comparative returns to all factors when devoted to

alternative enterprises. This chapter presents a brief suaiy of

coins of the research findings and theories on plant response to

nutrients, statistical interpretation of these responses, evaluation

of resources, and methods of analysis by which profitability Of

fertilizer use iaay be estbiated,

Ftttinga Production Function to Fertilizer Data

Ibach and Mendum (34, pp.1-3) state the first problem in an

economic interpretation of crop response data to fertilizer applica-

tion is to describe the response curve from the data available.

Hutton (30, pp,]J-l6) sets don two criteria which iay be used in

choosing one function that "best" explains the situation, from the

infinite number of unique functions which may be fitted. These

criteria are: (a) that the functjon not violate biological laws

insofar as they are understood; (b) that the function pass certain

tests of statistical logic. On the problem of what violates bio-

logical laws there is a idde variety of opinion among soil scientists.

Bray (40, pp.53-54) defines five najor concepts on the relationship

between plant growth and soil nutriants. (1) The availability concept



which recognises that different forms of nutrients in soils vary in

their availability and that it is often the relatively small amount

of a rather highly available form which has the most influence on

plant growth. (ii) Liebig's law of the minimum, which states that

the yield is limited by that factor which is at the minimum,

(iii) The law of diminishing returns, as formulated by W. J. Spiliman

(57, pp.75-77), which states in effect that with each additional

increment of fertilizer the increase in yield diminishes. (iv) The

i3aule percentage yield concept which states that the final yield is

the product of all the factors in yield, and not a result of a

minimum factor as asserted by Liebig. :.ach nutrient is expressed in

tezus of its ability to produce a certain percentage yield. (v) The

elasticity concept, developed by Sray himself (U) which states that

the available soil nutrients have a variable availability hich

depends on the mobility of the nutrients in the soil arid on the nature

of the plant.

In addition to these concepts l!iillcox (71, pp.527-530 and 72,

pp.38-39) has advanced two propositions. (i) The inverse nitrorLon

law which states that the yields of all agrotypes are inversely

proportional to the percentage of ;iitrogen in their whole, dry, above

ground substance, (ii) The concept of the nitrogen constant (68,

pp.36-48) which states that when plants are ttnorrrLailyl grown under

optimum conditions of all growth factors, they absorb a constant 318

pOunds of nitrogen per acre in a single growth cycle. Black and

Xompthorne (7, pp.303-309) and (66, pp.310-314) disagreed with



Willcox (69, pp.315-328 and 70, pp.499-502) over some specific

relationships of growth factors in plant yields and particularly over

certain applications of the flitscherlich equation (8, pp.497-498).

Throughout the literature on this subject the only generally accepted

concept appears to be that. of diminishing marginal returns to nutri-

ent inputs over all but the lowest range of nutrient uptake. Thus

from this it might be concluded that from a biological standpoint

all statistical functions are equally good if they permit decreasing

marginal returns. However there are exceptions to this conclusion for

statistical reasons. The second criteria, stated by Hutton (30,

pp.14-16) in selecting a function is that It should pass certain tests

of statistical logic. Such tests may show that a function which does

not have diminishing argina1 returns, such as a linear equation or

a Cobb-Douglas function, may give the line of best fit. These functions

would not nceesarily be in conflict iith biological theory in those

cases where the range of experimental data is relatively narrow, so

that the difference in marginal returns is so slight as to be readily

explained by experirienta1 error.

Hutton (30, pp.14-i6) in his appraisal of statistical measures

of a function, such as correlation coefficient, or standard deviation

of actual from estimated values, points out that by increasing the

degree of a functional polynomial eivation it is possible to eliminate

the deviations of actual from observed values. {owever the desire to

obtain a relatively wide application of the experimental results would

discourage the choice of such a function. Also equations above third
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degree would be difficult to justify in terms of biological law,

The coucluejon from this is that statistical tests liidt the nunther

of alternative equations to be considered, but having obthined these

alternatives there are no tests which allow one to assert con-

clusively that any one fuuction is the best for interpreting the

experimental data, unless a large amount of data is available.

Frnctions which have been used in analysis of fertilizer data

tall into three main classes, the power or logarithmic type, the

polynomial, and the exponential.

(a) The power function: Tintrier (62, p.51) states that one of

the pioneers in econometrics, Paul H. Douglas, first applied the power

function to production data. The equation iost often used 5 0± the

, i.e. a function which is linear in the logarithms,

commonly known as the Cobb-iiouglas function (19, pp.139-145). Here

is the yield, x is the fertilizer input nd a and b are paraetera.

In his appraisal of this type of function Tintner (62, p.54) states

that a major advantage of this function is its ease of fitting by

the classical method of least squares. Johnson (37, p.52°) points

out that a disadvantage of this function is when b'O the equation

implies a continually increasing yield without limit Such an

implication is not in accord with biological logic at high levels of

nutrient uptake by plants. A variation of the Cobb-Douglas function

has been investigated by W. G. Brown1. This variation takes the form

1Agricultural conomist, Oregon State College.



abXx and has the advantage that it may be fitted to the declining

phase of input-output data. Johnsox's conclusion (37, p.528) on the

conventional power function is that it seems to give & poor fit

especially in the upper range of fertilizer application.

(b) The polynomial function: There are two forms of this type

of function which have been applied to fertilizer data. One is the

regular quadratic equation with the form Y: a -s- bx cx2 . Johnson

(37, pp.528-529) concludes that this is one of the simplest forms to

fit and for purposes of interpolation it gives results in many cases

equally as satisfactory as other more complicated expressions.

However in experiments reported by Heady, Pesek and irown, (28,

p.43, 73 and 95), the square-root equation, with the form

= a bx - ci/3 was found to give better results, particularly in

cases of multiple inputs. French (20) also indicated that the square-

root form ias the most generally applicable o the two, Johnson

(37, p.519) is of the opinion that the disadvantage of the polynomial

expressions is imputing any biological significance to either the

squared or square-root term, However .m3lack (6) has stated that such

terms are not contrary to biological theory. Hutton (31, p.17)

concludes that for the range of data normally covered by fertilizer

experiments, it would be difficult to justify biologically the use of

equations greater than of the second degree, except where experiments

are run under unusual conditions where the nutrient content of the

soil is so low that increasing returns to inputs may be possible over

a limited range of application.



(c) The exponential function: This function is based on the

general principle of decreasing increments. The developient and

application of this function is attributed largely to the work of

Mitseherlich (42, pp.413-428), Spillman (50), Baule (4, pp.363-385)

and Hartley (25, pp.32-5). Applied to fertilizer, this principle

states that as fertilizer is added in units of uniform size, with

other factors unchanged, yields increase at a decreasing rate in such

a way that each increment in yield throughout the series is a constant

percentage of the one which precedes it. xponential equations have

been applied to fertilizer - yield data in a nunber of different forms,

the most commonly knon being the Spiliman function. This has the

form - AR where is the calculated yield, M is the theoretical

maxinun yield obtainable through use of fertilizer, for conditions

accompanying the reported yields, R is the ratio of successive

increments in yield (a constant having a value between 1 ind 0), x is

the qantity of fertilizer, and A is the difference between the yield

M and the check-plot yield. This procedure provides least qu9res

estimates of the constants in the exponential equation, but estimates

cannot be made of the standard errors of these constants. To over-

come this limitation Hartley (25) developed a variation which may be

solved by use of internal least squares. The form of his equation is

y(l - Ce) where y is the limiting response to fertilizer, C is

a constant, e is the base of natural logarithms, K is a constant and

x is the fertilizer Input. Paschal and French (46, pp.9-li) have

used an iteratiye procedure, developed by Stevens (58), for obtaining



a leastsquares solution which nrovide estimates of the standard

errors. French (20) has used another exponential expression, with the

form y e(M - AR), Ne fouri.i that in sois cases this gave a better

fit than the SpilLan function.,

Hxtton (30, p.17) points out that the exponential function nakes

no allowance for a declining phase. However, Iback and ndum (34,

p.2) consider that over the economically useful range of fertilizer

inputs the exponential function is as logical and satisfactory as any

other; Pasehal and French (46, p.1) also hold this view.

There are gaDs in both biological and statistical theory without

which it is impossible to set down comprehensive rules on selection

of a function. The best that can be done is to use what criteria

are available to narrow down the choice, and the final selection will

probably rejuire Judgement.

Resource Valuation

The problem of resource valuation as stated by Heady (26,

pp.402-403) is one of allocating or imputing the total product

forthcoming in a single production process to each of several resources

involved.

The application of formal economic theory to evaluation of

inputs in a:ricu.iture has received detailed investigation since 1946.

Johnson anit iardin (36) have applied this type of analysis to

forage evaluation. They list three ways of pricing forage to livestock

as a feed input. 1. acquisition coat, 2, salvage value. 3. marginal



value productivity or use value.

1. Acquisition cost: This is the. cost of acquiring by the most

economical itans available the same quantity of feed units, or their

equivalent, as would be produced and consumed on the farm. This

would include both ofT-farm and on-farm acquisition.

2. Salvage value: This is the highest net prico realizable

through off-farm disposal,

3. Marginal productivity value: As indicated by Heady, Olson

and Scholl (29), forage and especially pasture, often has no direct

market value; their values must be assessed in terms of their values

as livestock feed, In aing a decision on whether or not to increase

forage production, the marginal productivity value of this forage is

the one most relevant to the problem.

There are three ways by which the marginal value product of

forage may be obtained.

(a) Lesidual imputational procedures, as discussed by Heady

(26, pp.O3-4O8) which revolve around imputation of a total physical

or value product. This procedure applied to the valuation of forage

is described by Johnson and Hardin (36, pp.12-13) as the use of

accntirtg procedures over a twelve month period to calculate costs

of other inputs and returns, the residual being imputed to forage,

The assumptions of this procedure stated by Heady (26, p.407) are

that there is constant returns to scale, the market price equals the

marginal value product, and no residual can remain when each factor

is imputed its exact reward expressed in terms of market prices.
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Cj8 procedure has two disadvantages - first, that the marginal value

product does not always equal the market price, and second, the

problem, discussed by Scott (52), of imputing a return to manageraent

and unpaid family labor.

(b) Multiple regression analysis: the method is described by

Tintnez' (62, pp.51-57) and the iXrnction most comrLonly applied is the

Cobb-Douglas, This procedure yields the elasticities of the various

factors of production, and froftt these the marginal productivities may

be calculated. The method assumes that the products can be aggregated

into a single dependent varib1e expressed in money terms, and the

inputs can be aggregated into different independent variables. The

disadvantages and problems associated with these assumptions have been

pointed out by Plaxico (49, pp,664-.666) and seriously limit the

usefulness of Cobb-Douglas estimates as guides for intra-farm.

decisions.

(c) Linear programming: Heady (26, p.407) points out that in

contrast to residual theories of valuation more recent production

principles state that each resource may receive its marginal product

as a reward. theorem (26, p.408) states this more precisely

- if each factor is imputed its marginal product, the total product

will be exactly exhausted if the condition of constant returns to

scale is fulfilled. where the production function is linear there is

constant returns to scale at all points on the function, but in the

case of a curvilinear function this condition holds only if we are

producing at the point on the function where the elasticity of
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production 1, henoe the marginal and. average products are equal.

Eulers theorem fonts the basis of one of the assumptions of

linear programming, that of the linear relationship or constant

returns to scale. The other assumptions listed by Dorfman (la,

p.27 and p.l) are that the processes available are finite, and that

the processes are independent, additive and divisible. Dorfman

(l3, p.45) points out that linear programming is directed towards

allocation of scarce resources, and in this the problem of resource

evaluation is implicit. Charnes, Cooper and Henderson (13, pp.25-29)

have described the logic of the procedures used to obtain the marginal

value product by this method. application of these procedures to

an agricultural problem has been made by Holes (9, pp.25-29).

Linear progrrwning and multLple regression analysis both permit

the rewards to each factor to be determined simultaneously. These

models are totally different from the budget approach involving the

residual imputation procedure, in. ;hich all but one of the factors

must be already valued in order to obtain a solution. As stated

above the Cobb-Douglas function is not satisfactory for intra-farm

analysis and resource valuation. Compared to linear programming

budgeting does allow a more complete treatment of realistic subjective

factors in management. However, a considerable amount of subjec-

tivity can be incorporated in the linear programming model, if desired,

through the limitations imposed by the manager. In those cases

where the problem and data available are such as to permit the use

of the linear programming technique, it would seem that simultaneou8



solution of rewards to factors of produetton is more logical than the

residual imputation procedure.

Time is also a problem in resource evaluation. Heady's analysis

(26, p.382-394) of this problem is in terms of discounting expected

future revenue and compounding exected future co$ts. The weakness

is that there is no satisfactory empirical data which might provide

a basis for estimating both the rate of interest and the time period

which should be used. The usual procedure is to apply the current

rate of interest and use a time span of 20 to 25 years. Another

aspect of thts problem is that of adjusting values for risk and

uncertainty. Allowance for risk may be taken as the cost of insurance,

but again there is no satisfactory standard from which the discount

rate for uncertainty may be established.

By using any of these procedures a schedule of marginal produc-

tivity values may be drawn for various quantities of hay, given

prices and costs of other factors and products.

The following graphical comparison of acquisition, salvage and

marginal productivity values was made by Johnson and Hardin (36, p.?).

See Figure 3. At production levels less than Qi the acquisition value

is the value oi' the forage, for decision making purposes. At produc-

tion levels greater than 2 the salvage value is the relevant value

of the forage. However before j and 2 can be defined, it is neces-

sary to calculate the marginal value product curve. At production

levels between Q2 the decision on whether to expand or contract

forage production depends on the marginal cost of forage. The equation
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Figure 3.
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of the iargina1 cost with the discounted argina1 Value product

enables the optL'mim level of forage production to be determined.

This model isolates the relev&t variables Involved in the problem

of establishing optimum input-output relatiorihips in forage

production.



CHAPTER IV

THi UAY PRODUCTION FUNCTION

Fertilizer Expiriments

The experilnentE analysed. in this chapter were carried out by

SquawButte Harriey Experinent Station, Burns, Oregon and were

designed to test the response of wild hay to nitrogen and phosphorus

applications, on the flood meadows growing rushsedge type grasses

(see Appendix I). The aim of this analysis is to evaluate the

nitrogen response only, as the responses to phosphorus so far have

been inconclusive.

The experiments were run in two distinct groups, station trials

and offstation trials (16). The station trials were carried out at

the Experiment Station's 3ection 5. itrogen was applied as

ammoniurn nitrate and aimuonium sulphate at 5 rates of application -

0, 50, 100, 150 and 200 pounds of ele.iental nitrogen. There were

two dates of application, spring and fall. The experiment was

conducted as a complete 5 x 2 x 2 factorial in a randomized block

design of 4 replications. A uniform application of 80 pounds of

P205 per acre was applied to all plots in the fall sowings. Altogether

there were three trials, one run in 1954. and two in 1955, one of which

was on the same location as the 1954 tr&a1

The offstation trials in 1954 were carrIed out at 21 locations.

Of these one was improved flood meadow and one Nevada blue crass



meadow, leaving 19 trials on rush-sedge type meadow on 14 diffornt 

ranches. In these trials only three nit en levels were USC1 - C), 

6Q and 120 pcuncs per acre, and two levels of phosphorus - 0 and 80 

pounds per acre, In the 1955 off-station trials, niLrogcn was applied 

at the same rates, but phosphorus was applied at three level3, 0, 40 

and 80 pounds per acre. The trials in 1955 were carried out at 9 

locations, of which two were Improved, flood meadow, leaving 7 on 

rush-sedge type meadow on 6 ranches. 

Table 1 below gives a conparison between the station and off- 

station results, 

Table 1. Comparison 
FertIlizer 

of Hay Yield esponse to Nitrogen 
in Station and u ff-statjon Trials. 

Number of Pounds of Nitrogen 
Results off-station 

Ii '2 
trials 0 60k 120L 

1954 
/ 

Average station yield 19 l.7 2.69 3.14 
Average off-station yield 1.58 2.30 2.74 

0ff-station as a of 88.76 85.50 87.26 
station yield 

Average station yield 7 1.86 2.77 3.22 
Average off-station yield 1.76 2.52 2.86 

0ff-station as a of 94.62 90.97 
station yield 

These yields are not adjusted for the phosphorus response, 
and hence are about .50 tons per acre more than the check-plot value 
used In the linear programning analysis. 

As the 60 and 120 pound levels of nitrogen were not used in 
the station trials the comparison here is based on the estL'nated 

values obtained from the Spiliman function derived later In this 
chapter. 
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Table 1 above showø that in both 1954 and 1955 the off-station

trials gave an average response to nitrogen that was within 15 of

the average results of the three station trials. It therefore seems

reasonable to assume that the response curve obtained from the more

complete station trials, and used In the linear prograirig analysis,

gives a good approximation of the response which may be expected on

ranches in the area.

Analysis of herimontal Data

Analysis of variance of each station trial was done separately.

The results are given in Table 2 below,

Table 2. Sunnary of F Values Obtained from Analysis of
Variance of the Data from the Throe Station Trials.

Replication 3 5,37* 3 3.07* 3 4.82*

Date of application 1 .56 1 2.15 1 1.67

Source of nitrogen 1 .06 1 4.71* 1 10.8
Rate of nitrogen 4 55 ,5** 4 52 .87** 4 35, 59**

Interaction
Date x source 1 1.35 1 2.30 1 .0005

Date x rate 4 2.27 4 1.48 4 .75

Rate x source 4 3,24* 4 1.87 4 1.29

Source x rate x
date 4 .89 4 .97 4

* 6'7 -

Total 79 - 79 * 79 -

*signifjcant at the 5% level.

**sjgnjfjcant at the .1% level.



The ultimate aim was to fit a regression line to the data. We

are therefore interested in pooling the data from the above three

trials in order to obtain a greater number of points in fitting this

line.

In Table 2 above it is seen that the only source of variation

significant at the .1% level, other than rate of N (nitrogen), is

source of N in trial 3; however, this would not affect the fit of any

equation used to predict the relationship between nitrogen level and

yield in the pooled data. Replication is significant at 5% level in

all trials, but has no effect in pooling. The rate by source inter-

action in Trial 1 indicates a possible difference in response to

N level from one source to the other in this trial, but this may have

occurred through random error (it is expected that this will happen

5 times in 100 when there is no interaction) especially when the I' is

so small (3.24) relative to the F of rate (55.B5). Therefore this

interaction may be justifiably Ignored.

Analysis of variance (14, pp.394-396) was used on the pooled

data to determine whether treat:aent by trial in.teration was signif-

icant. Results of this test are given in Table 3 below,



Table 3. Results of Analysis of Variance of the 
Corabiried T:ata from the Three Station Trials. 

Source of variation d.f. SS NS F 

Trial 2 104.3801 52.1901 3.13* 

N treatment 4 385.8963 96.1+741 5,79* 

Treatment x trial 8 4.6912 .5864 .04 

Pooled error 171 16.6485 

Total 239 494.9676 

*signifjcant at the 5% level. 

The F value of .04 for treatment by trial interaction indicates 

that it is unlikely that the treatnent effects in the three trials 

are significantly different; so the results may be pooled. The pooled 

results are shown in Table 4 below. 

Table 4. Pooled Results of the Fertilizer-hay Response 
Data £ronl the Three Station Trials. 

Rate of Nitrogen Application Hay Yield per Acre 
(rounds er acre) Pounds Tons 

0 3664 

50 5243 2.62 

100 6102 3,05 

150 6681 3.34 

200 7316 3.66 
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Fitting a Production Function

The discussion of the various regression equations which may be

used was nresented in the review of literature. This section is

devoted to consideration of the procedures used in estimating arid

selecting the regression e;uation ihich will best Lit the above data

from both the statistical and biological points of view.

As already stated in Chapter III it in possible by increasing

the degree of the functional euation to obtain a perfect fit statis-

tically. The following cornpari5on, given in Table 5, shows the

variation explained by ecuations of different degree (55, p.410).

Table 5. Components of the Treatment 58 from. Analysis
of Variance of the Station Fertilizer Tield
Data (see Table 3).

Degree of Polynomial Type of Euation $8 and MS F Value

I Linear 366.B703 22.04**

2 Quadratic 16.1324 .97

3 Cubic 2.8861 .18

4 uartic .0075 -

Total - 385.8963 -

**significant at the .1% level.



From Table 5 it can be seen that the additional variation

explained by the quadratic, cubic or auartic equations, over the

linear form, is not significant. However the linear assumption is

not closely in accord with biological logic over the entire growth

range, so the problem becomes that of selecting a second degree

equation.

Five expressions, representing the three different types of

function discussed in Chapter II are applied to the data, The results

of this comparison are given in Table 6.

In absence of any strong statistical reasons for selection of

one expression, biological theories would tend to support the selec

tion of either the exponential or the polrnomial form. On this basis,

therefore, the two power functions may be eliminated. At the present

time there is no satisfactory statistical test which may be used as

a criterion for choosing between the three remaining expressions.

However, in this case the minixmnt sun of squares is used as the basis

for selection in absence of anything better. From Table 6 it will be

seen that the polynomial with the form a b1x + b2 gives the

lowest sum of squares, .000953. l3ut both the b coefficients in this

expression are positive, thus giving a continuously increasing function

which cannot be justified on the grounds of biological theory, over

the entire growth range, Of the two remaining expressions the

exponential, M(l - RX) has the lowest iin of squares, .012712 and

consequently j the one selected for use in this analysis.



Table 6. Comparison of Goodness of Fit Obtained by Use of Different Prediction quations.

Type of
Eression Estimating equation

Function

ixponential M(1 - -.021667 .012712 T 3.851755 (1_8292581 .044435x)

Power (1) abXx .015370 .013241 Y 0.018244 (.996,S)Xx

(2) abx -.000370 .000967 1 0.071025
999.1)X x0.6145

Polynomial (1) a + b1x .000001 .000953 1 1.30943 .002205x .097691 i/i

(2) a b1 - b2x2 -.000090 .015054 1 1.871226 - .014946x - .000031016x2
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Figure 4 8h0ws the total product, margna1 product and average

product curves obtained roni the exponential equation and its deriva-

tive.
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CHAvriR V

SELECTION OF A 4AXIMU PIOFIT COi13INATION OF FERTILIZER INPUT

AND CATTLE NTh1PRI3E UNDER VARIOUS 1ESOURCE ND PRICE SITUATIONS

Introduction

The objective of this chapter is to integrate the fertilizer

data into an entire ranch analysis for the purpose of evaluating the

intermediate product, hay. Once this value has been obtained the

problem of selecting the appropriate amount of fertilizer to apply

is relatively simple, It is obvious however that in practtce these

quantities are not determined in isolation but hay production and

cattle production are being carried on simultaneously. It becomes

necessary therefore to turn to a method of solving simultaneous

relationships.

Linear prograrirniing as reviewed in a previous chapter treats

various relationships simultaneously. As a byproduct the valuation

of the resources used is also determined. The method will axirnize

returns to the fixed factors of production, meadow land, capital,

labor and management.

The resource situation considered was determined by the survey

of ranchers mentioned previously. The situation selected was a t

man unit with a range allotment of 3025 AUMs The base property is

750 acres of flood meadow all of which may be cut for bay. The

meadow may be used for stacked hay, bunched hay or pasture.



Of the 750 acres it is assumed that 35 or 260 acres ives an

unsatisfactory response to nitrogen because of deep swales or excess

alkalinity of the soil. This is classed as meadow II giving a hay

yield of one ton per acre. The remaining 490 acres are classed as

aeadow I, giving an average yield ci' 1.2 tons of hay per acre without

fertilizer, or purposes of analysis it is assumed that all addi-

tional capital, necessary for the operation of a system using nitrogen

fertilizer and nnning additional cattle, will be available at 7

interest.

The capital requirements used in the following analysis were

estimated from survey data, U.S. Lepartment of Agriculture prices

(65) and Ontario stock iarket prices. Labor oste were obtained from

interviews with ranchers and hay contractors. A hired man is assumed

to receive 200 plus an allowance of ;l.25 per day for keep, a total

of :..250.25 per year. Wages for hay making crews are estimated at

lO per day, plus l ior two aea1s. Freight costs arid costs of

operating machinery and water pumps were obtained from U.S. Department

of Agriculture reports (See Appendix 3). Prices of protein supplements

and fertilizer were obtained directly from ranchers The cattle

prices used are based on 12 auctions at the Ontario market between

September and November 1955. The prices were derived by taking, the

weighted average of 4 grades of slaughter cows, 3 grades of bulls,

and 2 grades of feeder steers and heifers. The average prices, per

100 pounds, used prior to weighting were - fat cows, 11.10; cull cows

7.30; bulls, 1O.3O; feeder steers, ;l5.70 and feeder heifors, l3.20.



The specifications with respoct to capital, stacked hay, bunched

hay and pasture requireinents, and limited range and aieadow provide a

set of relations that limit the choice of the profit maximizing combi-

nation of cattle enterprise and nitrogen fertilizer input for produc-

tion of hay and past.ire.

Model for Situatiort

The initial problem is to obtain an estimate of the effect

fertilization will have on the ranch organization nd returns under

a situation where range is limited.

The first analysis, in Table 7, is set up to cover a wide range

of nitrogen application, fr 0 to 160 pounds per acre It also

includes tour levels of beef production (see Appendices II and Iii).

Table 7 shows the four main activities considered, production

of stacked hay, bunched hay, pasture, and beef. The first three of

theae are each broken down Into seven levels accoi1ing to the rate

nitrogen is applied - 0, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120 and 160 pounds per

acre. These activities are specified in columns A1 to A21. The

four 1e'vels of beef production are specified in co1intns A23 to A26.

The first of these, P1, is the situation described above,

grazing 300 cows, using no fertilizer, and running all stock on range

through the summer. Cattle are sold in October and iovernber, the

sales being 12 fat cows at 975 pounds, 3 cull bulls at 14.00 pounds,

80 spayed yearling heifers at 625 pounds, and 118 yearling steers at

700 pounds. Total beet production is 167,925 pmds, giving a gross



Table 7. LOovar Prograo.oiog TolOtion for 29ef Production 00th Three Feed Praduolod AotO,itLcN from Meadow, Seven Levelo of Nitrogen Application an Each, and Five L3eitntioaal :00coornan (Capitol. Unlimited).

vn2oe (5) 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.07 13.549 13.560 13.570 13.599Relation Resourcee Unit Quantity Reictiem-
Activity and Activity Level.

Check N

number c60p
'e

Ib9y69g

Capital Reef pr060cicg promeeseeD69poacI. Stoniced hay Omebed hay Poeture*0 A t 070 "30 h3l *1_d 03 04 A '6 A7 h8 09 610 '11 A33 13 0)4 6, A16 Al? A18 A 610 A
657 *24 A25 A26Meadow Stocked

boy
h,aoched

hay
Paotare 0ge N 1.40 N60 N 2100 5303 N260 M

N42 1.69 800 2160 N120 N N

- 245_____________860 N85 1iQ0 N170 l60 - p1 p2 p3 I'4Ploal -
(1) 670 CapIta]. 8 0 ° 0 0 0 0 0 2.694000 10.466 1.4.129 17.735 21.293 24.742 32.747 1.390 8.443 11.040 15.229 18.600 21.956 28.897 0 6.831 10.131 13.431 16.731 20.031 64,631 1.0 .530266 .551672 .587394 .615901 326.040233 0(2) A27 Meadow acene 490 - 1 o 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 512.000060 490(3) A28 Stacked boy tecce 0 0 1 0 0 0 1.2 1.664346 2.105721 2.306154 2.470536 2.613208 2.806582 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -.253685 -.255356 -.256270 -.260773 15.287463 0(6) 670 O000h,d boy A.T.Me 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.796053 4.103340 4.583661 4.979250 5.302690 5.569763 5.966937 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -.221747 -.221640 -.217974 -.217335 33.401998 0(5) "so

factor, A.0.Me 0 c 0 0
o 0 0 0 4.59bii4 7.119903 8.054671 8.821354 9.450138 9.965808 10.735560 0 0 -.084341 -.159405 -.289962 59.203890 0(6) A,1 Rang. 6.0.80 3025 0 0 0 0 1. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.803136 1.700872 1.600333 1.461889 3032.573228(7) C 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,882582 11,198620 15.108050 18,976450 23.783510 26,473940 33.969290 1.487300 9.034018 12.068803 16.295030 19.910560 23.492920 30.705790 0 7.359170 10.840170 14.371170 17.902170 21,433170 28.495170 1.07 .567385 .590089 .628512 .659014(0) 2 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.002500 3.1,198620 15.138030 18.976457 22.783510 26,473945 33.969090 1.487300 9.034010 12.668800 16.295030 19.910560 23.492920 32.705790 0 7.309170 10.840170 14.371170 17.902170 21.433170 20.495170 0 .12.981315 -12.9702.3.1. -22.942988 -11.940386Scion 10

(9) Capttnl 5 -5725.200776 13.718195 -12,992859 -5,403406 -2,086157 -4.114742 .020757 0 .407853 1,409064 2,911060 5,156790 8.999685 0 0 .790852 2.062293 3.668240 5.578548 10.173446 .470224 0 .602390 1.609294 3.174562 6.986249 9.364616 S -2.394920 -1.688151 -0.058838 0 -5078.614529(10) 8 Ranched hay at N 0.0.80 19.437748 3.142095 - 1.688078 - .766115 - .441310 - .502547 1,446399 0 -.43.2529 -.750873 -1,028367 .1.188002 -1.595631 1 0 .36950? -.672584 -.921233 -1.126974 .1.429257 1.416399 0 -.412529 -.750082 -1.028361 -1.255933 -1.595634 0 - .300065 - .216688 - .137822 0 7.199074(11) * Stocked hey ci 840 tone 289.098198 0 .537246 0 0 .095834 .641.696 1 1.131291 1.238972 1.327287 1.377074 1.507824 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
j

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .03651J .025813 .016357 0 298.837101(12) 0 Onoahed boy at 1.45 0.0.80 96.412537 -2.142095 1.150832 .766115 .200859 .378855 -.761095 0 .281230 .511901 .701080 .807728 1.087073 0 1 1.369557 1.672584 1.921133 2.124974 2.429257 -.761095 0 .281258 .511907 .701076 .856221 1.087859 0 .221307 .155337 .099075 0 113.166050(13) A16 Poctc.rc ci N45 0.0.8w 64,271517 0 0 0 .248851 .027858 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .642,696 1 1.131291 1.238975 1.327065 1,399712 1.507825 0 .050032 .035538 .022390 0 92.797767(3.4) A26 Reef, P4 100 pemeda 0069.239150 c 0 0 0 0 .684046 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.233427 1.163475 1.099490 1 2074.549586(35) 2 22c014.446066 14.678469 013.902359 -5.701644 -3.008188 4.899841 .876210 0 .522003 1.593940 3.115690 5.517765 9.629663 0 S .866212 2,185254 3.925017 5.969046 10.085587 .503140 0 .644236 1.807545 3.396781 5.335286 10.020139 1.07 16.211303 14.016240 13.819448 13.590(16) C - C 22,014.446066 14.678469 -13.902359 -5.781644 -3,088188 4.899841 .878210 0 .522803 1.593940 3.115690 5.517765 9.629663 0 0 .846212 2.185254 3.925017 5.969886 10.085587 .503140 0 .644236 1,807545 3.396781 5.335286 10.020139 0 .662603 .455840 .249948 0



income of 22,750.

The second beef production process,
2' is the same unit as

above in terms of land and labor, but has 314 cows and grazes 25

yearlings on meadow through the summer, while all available range is

utilized by the remaining cattle. Cattle sales under this system are

13 fat cows, 20 aged cows, 3 cull bulls, 84 spayed yearling heifers,

98 yearling steers off range at 700 pounds, and 25 yearling steers

off meadow at 776 pounds average weight. Total beef production is

177,850 pounds, giving a gross return of 24,117,

Beef process three, is also the oaie unit in terms of the

land and labor resources, but 327 cows are grazed and 50 yearlings

are pastured on the meadow through the suer. Cattle sold are 13 fat

cows, 21 aged cows, 4 cull bulls, 87 spayed yearling heifers, 79

yearling steers off range at 700 pounds, and 50 yearling steers off

meadow at 776 pounds Total beef produced is 188,200 pounds, giving

a gross income of 25,538.

Under beef product&on process P,, 355 cows are carried, and 100

yearling steers pastured on meadows through the summer. The additional

cattle are assumed to be handled by the same permanent labor as is

required for the other processes. Annual sales are 14 fat cows, 23

aged cows, 4 cull bulls, 95 spayed yearling heifex's, 40 yearling

steers off range, and 99 yearling steers off meadow pasture. Total

beef production is 206,925 pounds, giving a gross return of 128,140,

The coefficients in columns A1 to A21 specify, in row 1 the

variable capital requirements per acre for the various activity levels;



in row 2 the unit acreage requirement of meadow I, in row 3, the yield

of stacked hay in tons per acre, obtained from the production function

derived in the previous chapter; in row 4, the fall feeding capacity

of bunched hay and aftermth in AUMs per acre; and in row 5, the suer

feeding capacity of meadow pasture in tUTIs per acre. The coefficients

in columns A23 to A26 represent the requirements of variable operating

capital, stacked hay, bunched hay, pasture and range per 100 oounds

of beef produced under the four processes. The coefficients for

stacked and bunched hay in columns A23 to A26 are adjusted for the

fixed production from meadow 11, it being assumed that 65Z of this

area will be utilized for stacked hay and the remainder for bunched

hay. This assumption is made because the meadow II is So widely

distributed throughout the whole meadow area that it is not feasible

to harvest it. separately, although selective fertilization is feasible,

The C values for A1 to A are zero as it is assumed that the

products of these activities will be fully utilized by cattle, thus

their price will be reflected in the price of beef, in colwmis A23 to

A26. This beef price is a weighted average of all beef sold The

capital buying activity A22 has a C value of 1.07, representing &

interest rate on additional capital requirements.

Equation 1 assures that the quantity of capital obtained will

just equal the additional capital required under any system of

fertilization selected. This requires that a capital buying activity,

22, be included in the system. The inclusion of the capital buying

activity is not essential to the solution of the model. Although it



does not 1iit production, information is yielded on capital require-

ments that otherdse would not be available unless calculated

separately. However, capital would be limiting if its productivity

fell below .;1,O7 before some other resource was ethausted. Eauations

3, 4. and 5 state that the stacked hay, bunched hay and pasture con-

sumed by cattle must be produced front the meadow available It is

assumed that no hay or pasture will be purchased; if such an assump-

tion were not. made It would be necessary to introduce a hay-buying

activity into the system. It is further assumed that no hay will be

sold as such. Without this assumption It would be necessary to

introduce a hay-selling activity. Relationships 2 and 6 state that

490 acres of meadow I and 3025 AUMs of range are available for beet

production.

Plan 10 in Table 7 is the final plan giving the maxi1m.lnl profit

combination of the specified activities and activity levels, and

obtained after nine iterations of the matrix. This shows that cattle

plan 4 is selected, which involves running 355 cows, or 55 marc cows

that plan 1 using no nitrogen. Stacked hay is cut off 290 acres of

meadow I fertilized at 40 pounds of nitrogen; 19 acres receive no

nitrogen and are cut for bunched hay, and 97 acres receive 40 pounds

of nitrogen and are cut for bunched hay. The Same yield could be

obtained from the 116 acres of bunched hay if it were all fertilized

at 30 pounds of nitrogen per acre, and because of the diminishing

returus to nitrogen this iuld be a lower cost practice than using

differential rates of fertilization to obtain the saate prod.ict.



ighty four acres of meadow receive 40 pounds of nitrogen and are

used for pasturing 100 yearling steers through the suimer.

The annual variable operating expense for this system. is 5725

or 4E$35 more than the outlay required without fertilization. iow 16

of the A0 column shows the net return over fixed costs to be 22,014,

which is an increase of 2045 over the original system.

The model shown in Table 7 does not have sufficient range of

cattle production levels to enable the selection of an optimun size

of cattle enterprise with fertilization. It is therefore necessary

to consider an additional model in Table 3 in which the sane activities

are included at different levels, In this model a fifth beef

production process is introduced. The level of production in this

process is set such that it would be well above the expected optum

for the range of beef and nitrogrz prices considered in this study

to enstre full utilization of resources. The meadow and range

resources are the sante as the other processes, and three permanent

men are required. The cow hcrd numbers 550. AU 440 yearlings are

pastured on the meadow through the summer. Cattle sales are 22 fat

cows, 37 aged cows, 6 cull bulls, 146 spayed yearling heifers at 700

pounds, and 215 yearling steers at 776 pounds Annual beef production

is 336,760 pounds, giving a gross income of 4+5,?66.

Plan 9 in Table 8 shows the maximum profit combination of

aotivit.ies in beef production to be 123,830 pounds of beef produced

under process 1, and 88,190 pounds under process 5. :pressing thia

in terms of one production process, this would be a 360 cow herd,



Table 8. Linear Progranmiing Solution for Optimum Level of Beef Production with Three Feed Producing Activities from Meadow, Two Levels of itrogen Application on Each, and Five Limnitational Resources (Capital Unlimited).

Cvalue () 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 °
I

l.?I 13.54913.590

Relation Rt;;;s Unit cua:ntitT Relation-

____:L
Activity and Activity Levels Check R

number ship _- ____--- --- -.----±
Capital

A0 A10 A11
Disposal

Al2 A13
Stacked hay
A1 A2

Bunched hay
A3 A4 A5

Pasture
A6

buyingA7A8Beef producing_processes

9
Range Meadow Stacked Bunched Pasture

o N50 N50 N60 P1 P
hay hay

Plan 1

(1) A7 Capital 0 0 0 0 0 12.305 14.129 8.4.43 9.913 8,4.80 10.131 1 .530266 .672518 66.603784 0

(2) A10 Range A.U.Ms 3025 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 1.803134 .898263 302.731;97 00

(3) A11 Meadow acres 490 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 . 0 497.000000 490

(4) A2 Stacked hay tons 0 0 0 1 0 0 1.989606 2.1057al 0 0 0 0 0 -.253685 -.280938 4.560704 0

(5) A13 Bunched hay A.U.Ms 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 4.101342 4.354605 0 0 0 -.221747 -.238194 8.996006 0

(6) A14 Pasture A.U.Ms 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 7.610515 8.054671 0 0 -.770503 15.894683 0

(7) z 0 0 0 0 0 0 13.166350 15.1180j30 9.034010 10.606910 9.073600 10.840170 1.07 .567385 1.789594

(8) Z - 0 0 0 0 0 0 13.166350 15.118O:j30 9.034010 10.606910 9.073600 10.840170 0 -12.981315 -11.800606

Plan 9

(9) A7 Capital -6294.691268 .250785 -16.565998 2.141619 1.980693 1.069916 0 2.O7269 0 1.959126 0 2.182934 1 0 0 -6298.599504

(10) A8 Beef, P1 100 pounds 1238.298378 = .793224 - 2.369806 1.191093 .577820 .311836 0 .1383()4 0 .146292 0 .141933 0 1 0 1240.229074

(11) A9 Beef, P5 100 pounds 881.903509 -.4.79023 4.757048 -2.390950 -1.159889 -.625965 0 -.27767 0 -.293658 0 -.284908 0 0 1 882.148537

(12) A1 Stacked hay at N50 tons 282.416451 .033501 .36954.4. .316874 - .091104 -.051236 1 1.036793 0 -.022813 0 -.022132 0 0 0 284.985878

(13) A3 Bunched hay at N40 A.U.Ms 118.168081 .015065 .148149 -.074462 .207700 -.019496 0 -.0086j5 1 1.052496 0 -.008873 0 0 0 120.480015

(14) A5 Pasture at N50 A.U.Ms 90.227359 -.049008 .4.86687 -.244615 -.118644 .06874]. 0 .O2841)3 0 -.030044 1 1.040369 0 0 0 92.409248

4.505475 14.815825 -14.064195 -5.815072 -3.056141 0 .3l86.0 0 .087460 0 .386790(15) Z 22,027.258645 1.07 13.549 13.590

(16) Z - C 22,027.258665 4.505475 14.815825 -14.064195 -5.815072 -3.056141 0 .31S6O 0 .087460 0 .386790 0 0 0



running Ill yearling steers on the neadow through the summer, and

producing 212,000 pounds of beef. To obtain this production it is

necessary to fertilize 282 acres at 50 pounds of nitrogen for stacked

hay, 11 acres at 40 pounds of nitrogen for bunched hay and 90 acres

at 50 pounds of nitrogen for pasture. These quantities are shown in

the A0 column in Table 8.

The relationship between the solution for the optimum fertilizer

rate by linear pragraing, in Table 7, and the solution by marginal

analysis is shown graphically in Figure 5. The dashed line joins

fire of the seven discrete points on the hay production functior which

were selected for use in the orogram:ting model (see Table 7). The

solution fron Table 7 showed the optimum application of fertilizer

to be 40 pounds per acre. in marginal analysis the solution is given

by the point of tangency between the nitrogen-hay price ratio line

and the production function. In this model tangency can only occur

at one of the discrete points considered. Further, when only

discrete points are considered the fertilizer rate rnains constant

over a range of price ratios. The optimum input of fertilizer is

obtained when:

MPP :
hay

hay

The MPPha7 (marginal physical product) is derived from the production

function given in Ohapter 4 (see Figure 4). The iPP of stacked hay

at 40 pounds of nitrogen is Civen in Table 11, and is .0135 tons.

Thus if 40 pounds is the optimum rate then the nitrogen-hay price ratio



' Figure 5. RELATIONSHIP OF DISCRETE POINTS ON THE PRODUCTION FUNCTION

USED IN THE LINEAR PROGRAMMING MODEL
AND THE NITROGEN-HAY PRICE RATIO LINE DERIVED IN MARGINAL ANALYSIS
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of .013 5 should be tangent at this point. It will be seen in figure

5 that this is the case.

Table 8 gives a more realistic solution than Table 7 as fertilizer

is fully utilized. In this case the optixiniza rate of fertilizer use

is 50 pounds of nitrogen. Thus tangency between the nitrogen-hay

price ratio, .0122 (the at N50, from Table 11) and the produc-

t,ion function should occur at 50 pounds of nitrogen.

esource Valuation

Linear programming gives as a by-product the marginal value

products of the resources considered, The fo11o±ng is an inter-

pretation of the final - Cj row, which gives these values.

in Table 7, row 16 In olunn A28 shows that the marginal value

product of stacked hay is ;14.68 per ton, so that at hay prices below

this it would pay to buy additional hay rather than fertilize, if

other prices remain the caine. 1.0 beef prices fell 18% it would pay

to reduce fertilization and adopt beef plan 3, which would mean

reducing the cow herd from 355 to 337. If beef prices fell by more

than 21% it would pay to eliminate fertilization and revert to the

original 300 cow herd (see T&ole 12).

Row 16 of column A11 in Table 8 shows the marginal value product

of meadow to be Using a time preference limit of 25 years

and discounting at 5% for the time lapse, the total discounted return

over this period may be calculated as follows;



L4.2 14.82 + 14.82 -t1'S T5 (1+05)2 '" 4-.05)
-

Thus, the estimated value of the cadow land is l5 per acre.

In practice this figure would have to be discounted furt.her for risk

and uncertainty,

If neadow could be rented for less than ].4 per acre on a yearly

basis, it would pay to rent and reduce fertilization.

ow 16 of column A shows the narcinal value product of hay to

be l4.06 per ton, so at prices below this fl,gure it would pay to buy

rather than certilize, Column A]3 shows the aarginal value product

of bunched hay to be 5.$2 per AUAi. ixpressing this on a per acre

basis when 40 pounds of nitrogen are applied, the rrarginal value

product. from one acre of bunched hay is 23.85, or 12.8l per tori

where the yield is 1.86 torA er acre. The marginal value product

of pasture is shown in column A, row 16, as :3.06 per AUN. At 50

pounds of nit roeri, this represents a narginal value product per acre

of 23.26 or the eutva1ent of 14.03 per acre without nitrogen, Thus

if readow ccn be rented for pasturin: at less than 14 or less than

2,34 per AU:1, it tuld pay to do so. Column A10, row 16, shows

the marginal value product of range as 4.51 per !U1. This is the

a'nount a rancher could afford to pay for range in the short run. In

the long run th1 price would have to he discounted for risk and

uncertainty. At the present tine the f3ureau of Land Management charges

15 cents per AUf4, and the Forest Service 44 cents for somewhat better



quality range. Thus the undiscounted quasirent accruing to the

rancher in this situation amounts to between ;4.O7 and .4.36 per AUM.

The use of linear programming as a tool solely for resource

valuation is donstrated in Table 9, The object is to assess the

marginal value product of meadow land and range for a situation in

which no fertilizer is used, i.e. under the situation where Pj is in

operation. The table is set up in exactly the saute manner as the

others, except for elimination of all activities involving use of

fertilizer. The resources considered are again capital, meadow,

stacked bay, bunched hay and range, with the limitations the same as

before. In oer to obtaIn a finite solution it is necessary that a

substitution be made for each of the four disposal activities, A6 to

A9. It is, therefore, necessary to include an additional activity

in the form of another beef process, P1, which will absorb any surplus

resource not tak up by P1. P is a process which has the same

cattle numbers and requirements as P2 except no fertilizer is used.

The deficiency in hay for winter feed is made up by renting 25 acres

of hay land, and the cattle numbers in summer are equated to the range

permit by selling 25 short yearling heifers in the spring.

In Plan 4 (Table 9) it iil]. be seen that If only P1 is considered,

2.29 acres of meadow remain idle with the result that the marginal

value product for meadow is shown to be zero in [tow 14. Plan 5 shows

the solution where all resources are completely utilized.

Row 21, columns A6 to A9, shows the marginal value products of

the four resources. The marginal productivity value of meadow Is 4lO.O8;



Table 9. Linear Progranmiing Solution for Marginal Value Product of Range and Meadow with Two Feed Producing Activities from Meadow without Nitroge1i, and Four Lixnitati ia1 sores (Capital Unlimited).

C value 0 0 0 0 0 I o 0 1 O?_J_ j3 549
Check RRelation Resources Unit Quantity Relation-

Activity and Activity Levels
number ship 3tãEkëd BUfiëd Caitãl

Disposal hay hay buying Beef Beef
A0 A4 AA6 A7 A8 A9 Al A2 A3

Meadow Stacked Bunched Range N0 N0 l 2a
hay y______________

Plan 1
(1) A3 Capital 0 0 0 0 0 2.694 1.390 1 .530266 .687131 6.301397 0

(2) A6 Meadow acres 490 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 493 490

(3) A7 Stacked hay tons 0 0 1 0 0 1.2 0 0 -.253685 -.265662 1.680653 0

(4) A8 Bunched hay A.U.Ms 0 0 0 1 0 0 2.796053 0 -.221747 -.230588 3.343718 0

(5) A9 Range A.U.Ms 3025 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1.803134 1.769523 3029.572657 00

(6) z 0 0 0 0 0 2.882580 1,487300 1.07 .567385 .614115

(7) z - C 0 0 0 0 0 2.882580 1.48730c 0 -12.981315 -12.985885

Plan4
(8) A3 Capital -2029.980700 0 -2.244999 -.497129 -.671068 0 0 1 0 .210704 -2032.165192 20,817.752600

(9) A6 Meadow acres 2.294375 1 - .833333 -.357647 -.161225 0 0 0 0 .018563 1.960733 123.599364

(10) A1 Stacked hay at N0 tons 354.660075 0 .833333 0 .117243 1 0 0 0 -.013921 356.596730 2547.667193

(11) A2 Bunched hay at N0 A,U.Ms 133.048575 0 0 .357647 .043983 0 1 0 0 -.004640 134.445565 2867.426180

(12) A4 Beef, p1 100 pounds 1677.634750 0 0 0 .554590 0 0 0 1 .981360 1680.170700 1709 .499820

(13) Z 20,557.690588 0 -2.402148 -.531928 7.341463 0 0 1.07 13.549 13 .400490

(14) z - C 20,557.690588 0 -2.402148 -.531928 7.341463 0 0 0 0 -.308510

Plan5
(15) A3 Capital -2062.947537 -11.350751 7.21396 3.5624.33 1.158957 0 0 1 0 0 -2061.362942

(16) A5 Beef, 2a 100 pounds 123.599365 53.870603 -44.892151 -19.266660 -8.685288 0 0 0 0 1 105.625869

(17) A1 Stacked hay at N0 tons 356.380703 .749933 .208389 -.268211 - .003665 1 0 0 0 0 358.067148

(18) A2 Bunched hay at N0 A.U.Ms 133.622077 .249960 -.208389 .268250 .003683 0 1 0 0 0 134.935670

(19) A4 Beef, P1 100 pounds 1556.339277 -52.866455 44.055362 18.907529 9.077984 0 0 0 1 0 1576.513697

(20) z 20,573.419073 10.08427810.805704 -4.138547 5.170090 0 0 1.07 13.549 13.709

(21) Z - C 20,573.419073 10.08427810.805704 -4.138547 5.170090 0 0 0 0 0



capitalizing this over a 25 year period allowing a 5 discount rate

for time preference, the value of the meadow would be 143 per acre,

The marginal value product of stacked hay is $10.80 per ton and of

bunched hay $4.14 per AUM or $11.57 per acre, which is 9.64 per ton

if the yield is 1.2 tons per acre,

The valuations obtMned for range in the three matrices are given

in Table 10 below,

Table 10. Marginal Productivity Values of Range Land.

Table Number
8 7 9

(Rate of N used on
meadow land) (50) (40) (0)

Value of range per AUM $4.51 $4.90 .5.17

Two relationships are apparent from Table 9. First, there is an

inverse relationship between the value of range and intensity of

production from meadows in terns of fertilizer use, The reason for

this is that as the meadows become developed as an alternative source

of summer feed the range becomes relatively less important to the

whole operation. But it would be profitable to develop meadow produc-

tion only as long as the marginal cost of the meadow pasture is less

than the marginal value product of range.

The second relationship is the relative consistency of the

estimates of the marginal value product of range. Although the data



on which these valuations are bued is partially incomplete (see

Appendix 2), this consistency does allow an estimate of 4 to .5 per

AUM to be made with a reasonable degree of confidence. The very

considerable discrepancy between this estimate and the rent, :.l5 to

.44 per AU1 actually charged by Federal agencies, needs explanation.

In the first place the estimate of 4 to 5 per AUM should be dis

counted for risk and uncertainty. 3ecause of the high degree of risk

and uncertainty associated with the desert cattle operation, the

discount rate could well be as high as 50%. If this were the case

the estinate would be reduced to 2 to 2.50, The historical aspect

is also a factor in explaining this discrepancy. Originally the range

land was free and when it came under the administration of the Forest

Service and Bureau of Land fanageiient, neither agency felt justified

in charging the full market price for grazing rights. This feeling

still prevails.

2ffect of Price Changes

For this analysis it is assud that the price of stacked hay is

a direct function of the price of beef, if all other prices remain

the same. Table 11 shows the marginal value products of hay at

different levels of nitrogen fertilization under three different

prices of nitrogen.



Table U. 4argina1 Cost of Stacked Hay at 20 levels
of latrogeri and 3 Price Levels of Hitrogen.

Pounds of PP Of rial Cost of Stacked Hay in 3 per Ton
Nitrogen Stacked Hay Priaes of Nitrogen in Cents per Pound
per Acre in Tons l5.5 i6.5 l7.5

From From
Fortu1a Hatrix

10 .01814 9.143 9.733 - 10.322

20 .01643 10.094 10.746 - 11.397
30 .01487 11.153 11.873 12.592

40 .01347 12.313 13.107 13.902 13.901

50 .01220 13.594 14.475 14.064 15.348

60 .01104 15.022 15.996 - 16.961

70 .01001 16.568 17.642 - 18.706

80 .00906 18.305 19.492 - 20.667

90 .00821 20.200 21.510 - 22,807

100 .00743 22.321 23.768 24.132 25.201

110 .00672 24.680 26.279 - 27.864

120 .00608 27.277 29.046 - 30.797

130 .00551 30.100 32.050 - , 33.83
140 .00499 33.236 35.390 36,663L 37.525

150 .00451 36.773 39,157 - 41.518
160 .00410 40,451 43.073 - 45.670

170 .00371 44.703 47.601 - 50.471

180 .00336 49.360 52.559 - 55.729

190 .00304 54.555 58.092 - 61.595

200 .00275 60.309 64.21 - 6.090

Obtained from a matrix in which capital, range and meadow II
were unlimited reeources.

Front Table 11 it can be seen that in situation I if the beef

price falls by 10% it wi1d pay to decrease fertilization from 50

pounds to 40 pounds, and decrease cattle production in proportion.

Table 12 below shows the manner in which the optinmm rate of fertili-

zation changes with changes in the price of beef and nitrogen.



Table 12. Relationship 1etween Price Changes in Beef and
Nitrogen and the Optimum Rate of Fertilization.

Price of H

Price of Beef 13,5

Pounds

14 14.5

of Nitrogen

Cents
15 15.5

Applied

per pound
16

per Acre

16,5 17 17,5 18 18,5

:7per1001b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 20 20 10 10 10 0 0 0 0 0
30 30 30 20 20 20 10 10 10 10 0
40 40 40 30 30 30 20 20 20 20 10

:12 50 50 50 40 40 40 30 30 30 20 20

13 60 60 50 50 50 40 40 40 30 30 30
l4 70 60 60 60 50 50 50 50 40 40 40

15 80 70 70 60 60 60 50 50 50 50 40
16 80 80 70 70 70 60 60 60 60 50 50

17 90 80 80 80 70 70 70 60 60 60 60

90 90 90 80 80 80 70 70 70 60 60

19 100 100 90 90 90 80 80 80 70 70 70
100 100 100 90 90 90 80 80 80 80 70

150 140 140 130 130 130 120 120 120 120 110
40 180 170 170 160 160 160 150 150 150 140 140

;50 200 190 190 190 180 180 180 170 170 170 160

From Table 12 it can be seen that under th currently feasible

price range for beef, up to ;20 per 100 pounds, the highest optimum

rate of fertilization is 100 pounds per acre at the lowest nitrogen

price. At the nitrogen priecs above 16 cents per pound beef must be

worth 10 or niore per 100 pounds before any fertilization is

profitable.



:4odel of Situation II

In this model the situation is assumed to have the same meadow

property as situation I, but has unlimited range. The objective of

this analysis is to show the economic potential of the meadow under

nitrogen fertilization if the range capacity could be expanded either

by development or purchase of additional grazing rights,

Column A0 in Table 13 shows the initial resource limitations.

Capital is unlimited but must be purchased as required at . interest.

The same situation applies to range, row 2, all range requirnts

being purchased at 33 cents per AU. This price is the average paid

over the five and one half month range grazing period, if two months

are on Bureau of Land Management range at 15 cents per AW4, and three

and one half months are on Forest service range at 44 cents per AWL

I1ows 3 and 4 in the A column show the acreage limitations of eadow I

and II. Columns A1 to A9 show four levels of nitrogen on stacked

hay and. five levels on bunched hay. It is assumeu that '1ith unlimited

range no meadow will be used for pasture, as Table 7 and show the

marginal value proiuct of range to be ;.1.44 and l.80 per AUM, more

than fertilized pasture. The coefficients are set up in the same

manner as in Table 7, and the equalities and inequalities tace the

same form.

Plan 7 in Table 13 shows the maximum profit combination under

this resource situation, The optimum production level is shawn to be

280,000 pounds of beef, which is given by an operation running a 500
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cow herd, wintering 921 cattle, and selling yearlings. The resource

requirements for this production are given in rows 9 to 1% of the A0

column in Table 13. Row 9 shows the capital. requirement for this

meadow production to be 1l,142. Row 10 shows that 5053 AUMs of

range are required, or 2028 AU:4s (67) more than the range requirement

without fertilizer, Charging the additional range at an average of

.33 per AUM the annual capital requirement becomes 11,68, or

49909 more than Situation I without fertilizer. Row 11 shows that all

of Meadow II will be used for stacked hay without fertilizer, Rows 13

and 14 show 313 acres of Meadow I to be fertilized at 100 pounds of

nitrogen and cut for stacked hay, and 176 acres receive 90 pounds of

nitrogen and are cut for bunched hay.

The marginal value products of the resources are shown in row 16.

The A0 column shows the net return to fixed factors as 24,356. The

marginal value product of range is zero as this resource is in excess

in this situation. The marginal value product of meadow U is 24.l3.

If this is discounted at 5 for time preference over a period of 25

years, the discounted value o1 meadow II is 3O0 per acre with unlimited

grazing rights. The marginal value product of meadow I is 36.89 per

acre, Allowing a discount of 5 for time preference over 25 years,

for a long term investment, the discounted value per acre of meadow I

is 460. The average value of the 750 acres of meadow, where range is

unlimited, is then 405 per acre without discounting for risk and

uncertainty.



Table 13. near Prograng Solution for OptQuen Level of Pref Prction 06th o Feed Fucthg Activities fron Mead, Five Levels of Nitrogen Application, Four Ii tational Resmces (Capital Ond Range Un1ted).

_______
C value

___________________ ________
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .335 1.07 13.549

Relation Resources Unit Quantity Relation- Activity and Activity Levels Check N

number ship
Stacked hay Range Capital Beef

So
Mead II

A16
MeadJ I Stacked boy

A17
&inched hay

Stacked hay RuChed hay oft Meadow II bq8_u2g Production
A3 A2 A3
N80 N100 N32

A
N0

A5 06 A7 ABA9
N80 N50 N100 N320 N340

A10 A11 A32 A13
N

-Planl

(1) 1.2
Capital 0 0 0 0 0 17.735 21.293 24.742 28.293 15.229 16.920 18.608 21.956 25.342 0 0 1 .530266 191.648266 0

(2) 11 Range A.U.Ms 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1.803134 7062.803134 0

(3) A Meadow II acres 260 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 262

(4) 615 Meadow I acres 490 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 5313 490

(5) A16 Stacked hay tons 0 0 0 1 0 2.306154 2.470536 2.613 08 2.715904 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 -.370010 11.685792 0

(6) A29 Bunched hay A.U.Ms 0 0 0 0 1 o 0 0 0 4.979250 5.2010005.303690 5.569763 5.787967 0 0 -.325862 2.916124 0

(7) z 0 0 0 0 0 18.976450 22.783510 26.473 40 30.273510 16.295030 18.104400 19.910560 23.492920 27.115940

-__0

0 .335 1.07 13.549

(8) Z - C 0 0 0 0 0 18.976450 22.783510 26.473 40 30.273510 16.295030 18.104400 19.910560 23.492920 27.115940 0 0 0 0

Plan 7

(9) 622 Capital -1l1.523639 -.481416 -22.482357 .481416 1.080671 -3.637227 0 3.493 7.118126 -1.872417 0 1.857313 5.492721 9.535 0 0 1 0 11,11 .358566

(10) A Range 0.0.88 -5052.880736 -3.499518 - 8.488808 3.499518 1.631910 - .564817 0 .3185 .843069 - .363118 0 .166380 .541 .956633 0 1 0 0 505.780501

(U) A10 Stacked hay tons 260 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 26

(12) 613 Beef, P1 100 pounds 2802.276716 1.905581 4.707807 ..1.905581 -.905041 .312242 0 .17495 -.467569 .201382 0 -.092273 -.333055 -.550539 0 0 3 1 280.994075

(13) A2 Stacked hay at N100 tons 312.805088 -.120494 .702313 .120494 -.136820 .980193 1 l.Ol)i67 1.029565 .021053 0 -.023340 -.059740 -.089595 0 0 0 0

(14) A6 Bunched hay at N90 6.0.88 175.606055 .119414 .295017 .1194iJ. .135593 .019629 0 _.01467 -.029300 .970169

.603518

1

0

1.014164

.792800

1.0502381.079825

1.562996 2.613459

0

0

0

.335

0

1.)?

0

13.549

l8.13o317

(15) Z 24,355.547750 24.132441 36.880937 -24.132441 -10.512236 .149816 0 1.452056 1.563456

(16) Z - C 24,355.547750 24.132441 36.880937 -24.132441 -10.512236 .149816 0 1.452056 1.563456 .603518 0 .792800 1.562996 2.613459 0 i 0 0
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The results of this model show that if rangeland can be developed

to carry up to 66 more cattle through the summer months, the fall and

winter feed for the increased numbers can be profitably provided by

the meadows under a 8ystem of fertilization. It is obvioun, therefore,
that any likely increase in range production can be matched by in-

creased meadow production through fertilization.

Redistribution of Range Grazing under Fertilization

In recent years ranchers in the Harney area have had to face the

possibility of delayed range turn-out dates in the spring. Already

in many range areas the Bureau of Land Management has changed the

turn-out date from April 1 to April 15, arid it is probable that in

sane cases the date set may be May 1. If a rancher in situation I

were faced with a reduction in range rights of 275 AUMs, resulting

from a two week delay in turn out date, he would have two alternatives

- one, to restrict his cattle numbers to the point where he could feed

them for two weeks longer with his current hay supply. This would

involve a voluntary reduction of his remaining grazing rights.

Secondly, he may maintain his herd and increase his hay supply by

purchase, renting or
fertilization0 For the 15 day additional feeding

period he needs 70 tons of hay, which could be obtained by fertilizing

355 acres of meadow I at ten to fifteen pounds of nitrogen per acre.

From Table II it can be seen that the marginal value product of

stacked hay when 10 to 15 pounds of nitrogen are applied would be

about $10 per ton. So unless the rancher can buy hay for less than
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10 per ton, or rent unfertilized meadow for less than 8.85 per acre,

it would pay hint to maintain production by fertilizer, rather than

cut back his herd,

Another problem faced by ranchers is the prolonged hay feeding

season, especially in those cases where after April 1 the cattle must

be held and fed on meadows already flooded. To offset this a rancher

in situation I who used only Bureau of Land. Mariageuterit range may

consider trading 550 AUM8 of fall feed, for 275 AUMs of spring feed,

by bringing in cattle on August 31 and putting out on April 1. In

this way some of the range regrowth in the fall would be saved and

carried over to allow light grazing in the early spring. If such a

system were adopted he could readjust his feed supply by using ferti-

lizer, He would need 70 tons less stacked hay and 550 AUMs more fall

feed in the form of bunched hay and aftermath. The readjustment would

require that 225 acres of meadow I b fertilized at 20 to 25 pounds

of nitrogen to give 360 tons of stacked hay, and 265 acres would be

fertilized at 20 pounds of nitrogen for bunched hay. The total added

cost due to this adjustment would be 22O6 or .4.Ol per AUM. Under

this resource and price situation it would pay the rancher to maintain

his herd by using nitrogen, unless he could buy bunched hay in the

field for $11.21 per acre or rent meadow for less than ;9.2 per

acre. Unless the price of beef fell by more than l5 (see Table 12)

it would pay him to maintain his herd, rather than cut it back to the

point where the original meadow production would cover the

requirements.
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Another aspect of this problem is the possibility of a complete

redistribution of Taylor Grazing Rights. This could ho effected in

cases where ranchers graze Bureau of Land Management range until

June 15, and then transfer their stock to Forest Service range. At

the present tne the permits for Fores dervice and Bureau of Land

Management range are generally in balance. However, if summer pasture

were available, it would no longer be necessary for a rancher to have

a Forest Service permit for the suie number of a!thal units per ntonth

as his Bureau of Land Management permit, When he transfers his cattle

from the Public Domain on June 15, he could put sie back onto the

meadows and the remainder onto Forest Service range. it would be

difficult to put into effect such a redistribution of range permits,

but it could lead to a more efficient use of range land, which is at

present the main Uiniting factor in the cattle operation. Such a

redistribution might also be considered where there is a differ-

ential inprovement of range by the Bureau of Land anagement or the

Forest Service, but not in cases where ranchers do their own

development.



CHAPTiR VI

suARY AND CONCLU;ION-;

Cattlenon in Harney county and in many other desert areas of

eastern Oregon have been faced with the possibility of serious adjust-

ment problems due to two factors I The early spring turn-out date

on range, forced on ranchers by hay shortages and the flooded condi-

tion of the meadows, has contributed to some deterioration of the

8agobrush-bunchgrass vegetation on rangelands. AS a result of this

the Bureau of Land ;4anagement in recent years has applied pressure to

delay the official turn-out date by as much as four to six weeks.

2. Ranchers have become increasingly concerned over the apparent

decline in hay production from meadows.

Because of the importance of native hay meadows in the above

problem and in the range cattle operations as a whole, the Squaw

Butte-Harney Exerinient Station conducted a series of trials to test

the effect of fertilizer applieations on yield and quality of hay and

regrowth forage. The main purpose of this study is to provide an

economic interpretation of the fertilizer data available after the

experiment had been running for two years, 1954 and 1955.

The basic hypothesis ihich the study is designed to test is

It is economically feasible to expand the ranch operation in the

Ha.rney basin through increased forage production on meadows by use of

fertilizer. The major questions considered were: 1. what is the
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optimum economic rate oi. fertilizer application? 2. How is this rate

effected by different resource conditIons and situations? 3. How is

this rate effected by factor and product price changes? 4. Hhat are

the policy implications of increased forage production from ieadow

lands?

The study area comprised that part of Harney county which lies

to the north and west of the Steens 4ountains A survey was made of

20 ranchers to gain Information on resource situations, production

methods and responses, and problems in the area. The information in

this survey was used to describe the decision-making framework within

which a rancher st operate. In this way the relevant factors

Involved in a decision to use fertilizer were isolated. These

factors were as follows: the resource situation in terms of land,

labor and capital, the price of nitrogen and beef, the cost and

requirements of stacked hay, bunched hay and pasture.

In order to obtain a solution to the problem it was apparent

that a. method of analysis was required which would allow the

simultaneous selection of the level of beef production, areas of meadow

to be fertilized for stacked hay, bunched hay and pasture, and the

rate at which these shoulc. e fertilized in order to maxLnize returns

to the fixed factors of production, land, labor, capital and manage-

ment. The technicnie selected for the anaiys1 wa linear programming.

In order to calculate the forage production coefficients used in the

matrices, it was necessary to derive a hay production function. This

production function was estimated from the experimental data by using



an exponential regression equation of the forn = 4l - X)

other coefficients were calculated fron ranch survey data, experiment

station results, and market reports.

The initial model was set up for a two man unit producing

167,900 pounds of beef and running 300 cows, with six limitational

resources, 3025 JWis of range, 260 acres of meadow II cut for stacked

hay and giving an unsatisfactory response to fertilizer, 490 acres of

meadow I which may be fertilized to produce only stacked haj, bunched

hay or pasture, This model allowed for four levels of beef production

and seven levels of nitrogen on each of the three forage activities.

The solution selected the highest level of beef production con5idered,

i.e. 206,900 pounds of beef fron a herd of 355 cows. It also thowed

that 40 pounds of nitrogen should be applied to meadow I As the

highest level of beef production had been selected in this model, a

second matrix was set up to determine the optimuri level of beef

production and the fertilizer requirements, A fifth beef production

process was included with a production level well beyond the feasible

limits of the resources available, to ensure full utilization at

resources. The solution showed that the optimum nitrogen application

was 50 pounds on 282 acres for stacked hay, 4.0 pounds on ll acres

for bunched hay, end 50 pounds on 90 acres for pasture. The level of

beef production which this forage output rou1d support is 212,000

pounds from a herd of 360 cows. This is a 26% increase over the

production without fertilizer, aid gives a net increase of .2058 in

the return to fixed factors.



A third model was set up to take account of any possible expan-

sion in range grazing through deve1opient or purchase Here there

were four limitational resources, meadow I and II, stacked hay and

bunched hay, and four levels of nitrogen on each of the two forage

activities. The results of this analysis showed that the optimum

production level would be 20,000 pounds of beef given by an opera-

tion running 500 cows. The range requirement for this operation is

5053 AUMs or 67 more than the reuircment without fertilization of

meadow. The nitrogen application required to support this production

would be 100 pounds on 313 acres for stacked hay and 90 pounds on

177 acres for bunched hay,

From the results of these models it is obvious that any increase

in range capacity can readily and profitably be matched by meadow

output under a system of fertilization. However, the second model

does show that without some develonent of range, the expansion

through fertilization of meadow alone is limited to about 2.

A by-product obtained in the linear prograuing procedure is the

HyPe (Marginal value products) of the resources considered In order

to allow a comparison between the values obtained under fertilization

and without fertilization a fourth matrix was set up. The sole

purpose of this model was to obtain the 4VPs under the original

resource situation where no fertilizer was used. The results, for

comparison, are given in Table 14 below.
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Table 14. iarginal Productivity Values of Resources
at Various Levels of ?Iitrogen Use.

Rate of Nitrogen rina1 Productivity Valuej )

Use. Per ton of Per ton of Per UM of Per AU of

Pounds per cre. stacked hay bunched hay pasture range

0 10.81 9.64 - 547

40 13.90 12.74 3.09 4.90

50 14.06 12.81 3.06 4.51

100 24.13 22.77 - -

14(4 36.63 34.71 - -

Obtained from a matrix in which meadow II was unlimited.

It is of interest to note in regard to the 4VP of hay that in

1955 stacked hay was selling in the area for 20 to 27 per tort. Range

values show a relative consistency and indicate that prices charged by

Federal agencies are significantly lower than the productive capacity

of range.

An analysis of the effect price changes in beef and nitrogen would

have on the fertilization rate showed the range of possibilities to

be as follows; If nitrogen costs 1.5 cents per pound it would not

pay to use it if beet pries were bloi i2 per 100 pounds; if

nitrogen were 13.5 cents per pound it would still pay to use it if

beef went as low as 8. however, even at 13.5 cents per pound, beef



would have to be 50 per 100 pounds before it would pay to use 200

pounds of nitrogen.

The policy Implications of' meadow improvement are only indirectly

related to fertilizer, but are nevertheless of importance in apprais-

ing fertilizer as it effects ranch management problems. Fertilizer

does provide a relatively flexible method of increasing hay production

and reserves. In this way it acts as a form of insurance and reduces

the uncertainty in the operation, there this is true the rancher can

increase production, but summer range is still the most limiting

factor, The administrators of public lands are, therefore, faced with

the problem of obtaining the best utilization of range, and at the

same time allowing the best use to be iacie of the meadows There are

two courses of action available to them. One is to develop rangeland,

either themselves, or br financial assistance to ranchers; the second

is to redistribute the range grazing currently available in light of

meadow potential. In some cases it is impossible for the rancher to

hold cattle on meadows in April arid Tay due to pasture damage.

However, he may well be able to pasture them from July onwards.

Other ranchers may be able to hold some cattle on pasture throughout

the spring and summer. Thus, under a situation of meadow development

a redistribution of range permits, in terms of absolute number of

AUMs and in terms of month to month distribution of Jis, could lead

to a more efficierit utilization of resources. At present the

administratvs feasibility of such a recommendation is questionable,
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Of necessity the problu covered ira this study is broad and the

answers, therefore, are somewhat approximate. The problem of estab-

lishing the most economic method of expanding the ranch operation

requires considerably more physical input-output data than is currently

available. Physical oxperinents are needed to determine the following

relationships. 1. The fall feeding capacity of bunched hay and

aftermath under different fertilization rates 2. The carrying

capacity of pasture from May to 5eptember under different rates of

fertilizer. 3, The weight gains of calves and yearlings on meadow

pasture from ay to September. In addition to these, more complete

empirical data is needed in the whole field of range development

methods and responses. Several projects are at present in progress

which will provide some of the data required.
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.PPENDIX I

EXFEBLIENT.t;L D. TA ON HAY £ESPONSI TO £IThOGN F'TILiER

Table 15. Hay Yields frorn Station Trials on Site 1, 1954.

flay Yields in Tons pcw 'cre

Replication Tine of Source of
Number pp1ication Nitrogen Nitrogen Treataent in Pounds

C) 50 100 159 200

1. Spring Nitrate N 1.79 2.57 3.57 3.90 3,31
N 2.59 3.21 2.76 3.08

aU Nitrate 1.75 2,35 2.92 3.44 4,00
Anmionium N 2.02 2.60 ,87 3.37 3.48

2. Spring Nitrate i 1.91 2.7a 3.62 3,63 3.b9
Annoniurft 1.94 .93 .5d 3.35 3.89

Fall Nitrate N i.F6 2.75 2.97 3.17 4.34
/unonium N 2.15 2.65 2.77 3.09 2.87

3. Spring Nitrate N 1.58 2.09 2.49 3.80 2.38
Animonium N 1.79 2.51 3.36 3.22 3.48

Fall ilitrate N 1.83 2.35 2.73 3,81 3.69
Ammonium N 1 28 241 .)6 2.40 371

4. Spring Nitrate 1.66 2.09 2.41 3.09 3.57
Aniionium N 1.12 2.99 2.57 3.48 2.90

Fall Nitrate N 1.73 1.80 2,66 2,66 3,78
Aiizioniivn i 1.63 2.61 3,24 2.51 3.34

In the yields reported from station trials, no correction has
been made for the increment in yield due to phosphorus.



Table 16. Hay yields from Station Trials on Site 1, 1955.

Hay Yields in Tons per Acre
kep1icaticn Time of Source of
Number Application Nitrogen Nitrogen Treatments in PoundA

0 50 100 150 200,

1 5prirg Nitrate N 1.75 3.07 3.99 4.88 3.53
Ammoniurn N 2,51 2.97 3.40 3.05 3.20

Fall Nitrate H 2.21 2,72 3.99 4.09 4.47
mnonium N 2.29 3.00 3.51 3.45 3.38

2 spring 'Jitrate N 2.24 2.84 3.15 4.29 3.78
Anmoniuu N .08 2.87 3.51 3.28 4.22

Fall itrate 2.01 3.15 3,23 3.91 /4.27

Ainmonium N 2.49 2,56 2.67 3.78 3.35

3 Spring Nitrate N 1.96 3.00 3.71 4.67 3.66
Ajnnionium N 2.16 3.40 3.71 4.52 3.91

Fall Nitrate N 2.13 2.98 3.68 3.43 4.88
Anionium N 1.47 2.79 3,23 3.48 4.11

4 Spring itrate N 2.26 3.12 3,84 3.81 5.36
Anbrtoluum N 1.75 4,01 3,89 4.42 4.80

Pall Nitrate N 3.00 2.44 4.11 3.56 4.75
Aminonium N 2.06 3.66 3.56 3.12 3.99



Table 17. Hay Yields from Station Trials on Site 2, 1955.

Hay Yields in Ton per cro
Replication Time of Source of
Number Application Nitrogen itrogen Treatment in Pounds

0 50 100 150 200

I Spring Nitrate I 1.37 1.65 2.13 2.03 2,95
Ammoniun N 1.47 2.64 2.64 3.56 3.71

Fall Nitrate N 1.47 1,70 2.21 2.57 2.62

Aimnonium 1.40 1.75 2.64 2.18 3,51

2 pri.ng rIitrate i. 1.45 2.11 2.57 3.66 3.00
Animoniurn N 1.52 2.11 2.74 3.38 3.63

ia11 itrate N 1.66 1.93 2.39 3.76 3.05
Ammonium N 2,03 2.69 2.84 3.20 3.25

3 Spri.ng uitrate i 1.96 1.55 3.40 1,85 3.94
jjiioniura N 1.85 2.41 2.72 3.02 3.99

Fall Nitrate N 1.32 1.78 1,68 1.40 2,64
Ammoniurn N 1.37 2.51 2.84 2.74 3.71

4 Spring Nitrate N 1.32 1.96 2.79 3.84 3.48
Itrzionium N 1.40 3.40 3.07 2.97 3.61

Fall Nitrate N 2.11 2.84 2.24 3.18 3.76
Ammoniurn 1,32 3.53 2.49 3.61 3,56



Table 18. Hay Yields from Off-station Trials 
at 19 Locations, 1954, 

Location Flay Yield in Tons per Acre 
Nwubez' 

Nitrogen Treatment in Pounds 

0 60 120 

1 2.19 3.01 3.64 

2 2.62 3.43 3.92 

3 2.38 3.16 3.03 

4 1.39 2.48 2.89 

5 2.00 2.42 3.26 

6 1.40 2.32 2.34 

7 1.79 2.62 2.72 

8 .46 1.04 1.74 

9 1.93 2.84 3.18 

10 1.44 2.12 2.42 

11 1.50 2,09 2.82 

12 1.99 2,89 3.53 

13 .47 .80 .95 

14 1.70 2.70 3.66 

15 1.41 2.48 3.35 

16 1.06 1.20 1.93 

17 .25 .62 .77 

18 2.71 3.51 3.79 

19 1.29 1.95 2.12 



Tablo 19. Hay uielcs from Off-station Trials
at 7 Locations, 1955.

Hay Yields in Tons per Acre
Location
Number 7itrogen Treatment in Pounds

0 60 120

1 2.10 2.94 3.39

2 1.41 2.3 3.08

3 2.32 3,22 3.53

4 1.47 1.98 2.33

5 1.9 2.66 2.72

6 1.54 2.48 2.92

7 1.54 2.05 2.08



APP!DL II

UOT.t...S ON TUE PROCDUkL USED IN SETTING 1J rD

SOLVING TL MATRIX IN TABLE 7

The computation used in this matrix follows the conventional

simplex aethod, but as the Initial tableau in Table 7, contains both

eua1ities and inequalities the solution requires some adjustment in

procedure (47).

Colwns A23 to A26 in Table 7 show the coeffiejnts for bunched

hay, stac:ed hay and pasture to have iegative signs This is because

these represent consumption of products ;hih have already been

produced positively iii the S.; stem, in columns A1 to A. rho coeffic-

ients for range and capital are positive as neither of these was

produced by another activity considered in the analysis.

From Table 7 it can be seen that in the A0 column the four

equalities have zero values; it follows that in the first tableau,

regardless of the incoming row, the R values will be zero for these

four equations, thus giving no hais for selection by the usual

procedure of taking the lowest value (17). Instead the procedure

is to choose the lowest ft other than zero. This step can only be

taken when sufficient Is cnown about the problem situation, to know

that the out-going resource will in fact be limiting in the production

process. If this is not known with certainty then it Is necessary to

proceed by seieci.ing one of the resources '4th a zero ft value, which

it is reasonable to expect wxld be uniting, Capital shoula. never



be selected in any ease where there is a capital buying activity

included in the system. The sanie thing apr.lies to range in Table 13,

where there is a range buying activity.

This form of analysis is only as accurate as the coefficients

in the init4aj. tableau A different figure in the second decimal

place of one of the yield coefficients may change the final solution

by as much as 10 or evon 20 pouri5 of nitrogen per acre. Tiany of the

coefficients used in this matrix were computed on an arbitrary basis

because of 1acc of coniplete experimental data on the feeding capacity

of bunched hay and pasture at different levels of nitrogen fertiliza-

tion (3).

This form of analysis of farm data is soraetires criticised

because it gives what aay be termed "pseudo-accuracy. In a case

such as this, where the data on the, iaajor inp1t-outffut relationships

are not all complete, anch a charge ay be warranted. Hoever, the

method is no more inaccurate than other forms of analysis, and has

the advantage that nero alternatives may be considered per unit of

time with more comelete experimental data the linear programming

procedure has d sbiact advantages over the budgeting technique, Less

field data is required for the analysis; the strategic variables are

isolated mere decisively; it is trne saving; and it is also suitable

for prograiug on electronic computors.



APPENDIX III

itiSOURC, COST A:) PRICE DATA USED IN THE LINEAR PR ttNG MODELS

Table 20, Details of the Beef Producing Processes Used in the atricssLi

Beef Process

'la P2 P3 P4 P5

PermanentLabor 2 2 2 2 2 3

Cattle:
breeding cows 300 314 314 327 355 550
calves weaned (8O) 240 251 251 262 284 440
bulls 13 13 13 14 15 25
weaner heifer replaceuerts wintered 38 40 40 42 45 71
spayed weaner heifors wintered 82 86 86 89 97 149
weaner sbsers wintered 120 325 125 131 142 220

Total cattle wintered 553 578 57$ 603 654 1015
Cattle sales:
fat cows 12 13 13 13 14 22
aged cows 19 20 20 21 23 37
culibulls 3 3 3 4 4 6
yearling heifrs 80 59 84 87 95 146
short yearling kaeifers - 25 - - - -
yearling steers (off pasture) - - 25 50 99 215
yearling steers (off range) 118 123 98 79 40 -

Total cattle sold 232 243 243 254 426
Total pound of beef 167,925 170)950 177,850 188,200 206,924 336,761
Gross income from beef (.) 22,751.73 23,435.20 24,117.25 25,537.83 28,140,39 45,766,33
Average price per 100 pounds beef () 13,5467 13.7088 13.5604 13.5695 13.5994 13,5902



Table 20. (continued)

1a 2 P4 P5

Permanent Labor 2 2 2 2 2 3

Feed requireiient.s:

PaU feed in AUi8 527 548 548 565 603 1203
Winter feed - tons of stacked hay 622 650 650 678 735 1142

- tons of cottonseed cake 8.40 B,75 8.75 9.17 9.94 15.40
urier feed - AWls of range 3025 3025 3025 3025 3025 3025

- AUMs of pasture - 125 250 2610
Variable operating expenses ()
Winter suppleient 805.80 840.00 840.00 880.32 954.24 1474.40
Freight ott stock 84,65 $4.65 84.65 101.5? 101.57 169.29
Lkixping watr to pasture - - 40.15 80.25 160.50 698.1B
FencIng maintenance - - 16.37 43.34 58.14 116.2?
Other expenses - 250,00 - - - -

Total variable expenses () 890,45 1174.65 981.17 1105.48 1274.45 2458,14.

Jources of data: survy of ranchers, iay contractors, experienta1 data from the Squ
Butte-Ilarney xperInent station, U S. Departaent of Agriculture arket reports, and Ontario tock
market reports (1, 15, 22 and 65).



Table 21. Costs of Making Stacked Hay at Yields Obtained from Various Rates of Nitrogen Applicatio4

:iowirig - acres/hour 2.850 2.710 2.354 2,258 2.171 2.020 1,897 8.828 1.713 1.645
cost/acre .611 .642 .739 .771 .801 .C61 .917 .952 1.016 1.058

taki&-ig - acres/hour 2.780 2.780 2.780 .780 2.780 2.780 2.780 2.780 2.780 2.780iost/acre .608 .608 .608 .608 .608 .o08 .608 .6J8 .o08 .608
Bucing and yarding - acres/hour 2.780 2.404 1.789 1.674 1.581 1.444 1.348 1.299 1.276 1.186

cost/acre .205 .237 .319 .341 .361 .395 .423 .439 .465 .481Laruing to stack - acres/hour 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000cot acre ,0b5 .085 .085 ,0h5 .085 .085 .085 .085 .085 .085,tacdrig - tons/iour 6,660 6,660 .t.6Q 6,ô60 6.660 o.660 6.a60 b.660 6.660 6.660
cost/ton 1.J58 1.08 1,058 1.058 1.058 1.058 1.058 1.058 1.058 1.058
cost/acre 1.270 1.82 1,969 2,020 2,228 2,440 2,614 2.712 2.87 2.96

Total cost. of hay m&cin per acre 2.694 2.954 3.635 3.825 3.998 4.304 4.562 4.711 .962 5.11
Nitrogen - cost/pound - .165 .165 .165 .165 .165 .165 .165 .165 .15

cost/acre - 1.650 6.600 8.250 9.900 13.200 16.500 19.800 23.100 26.400
Fertilizer spreading - acres/hour - 4.222 4.222 4.222 4.222 4.222 4.222 4.222 4.222 4.222

costjacre - .231 .231 .23]. .231 .231 .231 .231_
Total cost per acre of

applying nitrogen - 1.881 6.831 8.481 10.131 13.431 16.731 20.031 23.331 26.631
Total cost of hay - per acre 2.694 4.835 10.466 12.306 14.129 17.735 21.293 24.742 28.293 31.747

- per ton 2.245 3.503 5.627 6.184 6.696 7.677 8.621 9.665 10.402 11.298

Sources of data: survey of ranchers, hay contractors, experimcntal data from the Squaw Butte-
Harriey Exper1mnt 3tation, and U 3. Department of Agriculture studies (22 and 65),

The driver of the buck-rake and tractor is assumed to be a permanent ranch hand and his labor
is not charged against the hay raking operation.



Table 22. Costs of .iaking Bunched Hay at Yields Obtained from
Various hates of Nitrogen Application (1 and 22),

Iowing and raking
- cost/acre () 1.219 1,347 1.379 1.409 1,i.69 1.498 1.525 1.560 1.601 1.624 1.666

Bunching
- acres/hour () 3.333 2,149 2.010 1.900 1.734 1.671 1.619 1.561 1.502 1.473 1.425
- cost/acre () .171 .265 .24 .300 .329 .341 .352 .365 .379 .387 .400

application
-co51/acre ) - 6.831 8.250 lO.ljl 13.431 15.Okl 16.731 20.1 21.681 23,331 26.631

Total cost
- per acre (;) 1.390 8.443 9.913 11.840 15.229 16,920 18.608 21.956 23.661 25.342 28.697
- per AW1 () .497 2.059 2.276 2.583 3.059 3.253 3.508 3.942 4.163 4,378 4,809



Table 23 Cost of Meadow Pasture at Responses Obtained from
Various Rates of Nitrogen Application (1 and 22).

Pounds of itrqgen Applied pr Acre
Operation

0 40 50 60 80 100 120 160
*

Feed in PUMs 4.590 7,120 7.611 ,O55 21 9.450 9.966 10.736

Cost of fertilizer per acre - 6.831 8.250 10.131 13.431 16.731 20.031 2.63l

Total cost per AWN - .959 1.084 1.258 1.523 1.770 2.010 2.4P.1



Table 24. :eight and Prices of Cattle Used
in the 1atrIces.

Average Average
Type and Grade eight Price ( per
of Animal (pounds) 100 pounds

Slaughter cows
Fat: Commercial - 12.20

Utility - 9,94
tIeighted average of fat cows 1050 11.10

Bulls

Aged: Cutter - 8.10
- 6.60

ieighted average of aged cows 975 7.30

Commercial - 12.80
Utility - 10.05
Cutter - 8.50

Weighted average of bulls 1400 10.30

Feeder steers
Good heavy - 16.83
Good - 17.18
Medium - 14.18

Weihted average of feeder steers 700 15.70

Feeder heifers
Good - 14.20
Medium - 12,12

Teighted average of feeder heifers 625 13.20

Sources of data: survey of ranchers, and Ontario market
reports.
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